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ACTION REQUIRED BY VUKILE UNITHOLDERS
The interpretations and definitions commencing on page 4 of this circular apply mutatis mutandis to this section.
ACTION REQUIRED BY VUKILE UNITHOLDERS REGARDING THE GENERAL MEETING
The approval and implementation of the transaction is subject to, inter alia, Vukile shareholders passing the requisite
resolutions at the general meeting of Vukile shareholders and debenture holders to be held at 11:00 on 5 July 2013 at the
registered office of Vukile (One-on-Ninth, Cnr Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, Johannesburg, 2196).
A notice convening the general meeting to be held at 11:00 on 5 July 2013 is attached to and forms part of this circular.
Certificated linked unitholders and dematerialised linked unitholders who have elected “own-name” registration in the
sub-register of Vukile maintained by a CSDP, who are unable to attend the general meeting but who wish to be represented
thereat, are requested to complete and return the attached form of proxy in accordance with the instructions contained
therein. The duly completed forms of proxy must be received by the transfer secretaries by no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013
in respect of the general meeting of Vukile shareholders and debenture holders.
Dematerialised linked unitholders who have not elected “own-name” registration in the sub-register of Vukile maintained by
a CSDP, and who wish to attend the general meeting, must instruct their CSDP or broker timeously in order that such CSDP
or broker may issue them with the necessary letter of representation or equivalent authority to attend.
Dematerialised linked unitholders who have not elected “own-name” registration in the sub-register of Vukile maintained
by a CSDP, and who do not wish to attend the general meeting, must provide their CSDP or broker with their instruction
for voting (as shareholders) at the general meeting in the manner stipulated in the agreement between the linked unitholder
concerned and the CSDP or broker governing the relationship between such linked unitholder and his CSDP or broker.
These instructions must be provided to the CSDP or broker by the cut-off time and date advised by the CSDP or broker for
instructions of this nature.
Vukile does not accept responsibility and will not be held liable for any failure on the part of the CSDP or broker
of a dematerialised linked unitholder to notify such linked unitholder of the general meeting or any business to be
conducted thereat.
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SALIENT DATES AND TIMES

2013
Record date in order to receive circular

Friday, 31 May

Circular posted on

Wednesday, 5 June

Announcement relating to the issue of the circular (together with the notice of general
meeting) released on SENS on

Wednesday, 5 June

Announcement relating to the issue of the circular (together with the notice of general
meeting) released in the press on

Thursday, 6 June

Last day to trade in order to be eligible to vote at the general meeting

Friday, 21 June

Record date to determine which linked unitholders are entitled to attend and vote at the
general meeting

Friday, 28 June

Last day to lodge forms of proxy for the general meeting (by 11:00)

Wednesday, 3 July

General meeting of Vukile shareholders and debenture holders at 11:00 on

Friday, 5 July

Results of the general meeting released on SENS on

Friday, 5 July

Results of the general meeting published in the press on
Anticipated acquisition effective date

Monday, 8 July
Thursday, 1 August

Note:
All dates and times in this circular are local times in South Africa. The above dates and times are subject to change. Any changes will be released
on SENS.
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INTERPRETATIONS AND DEFINITIONS
In this circular and the annexures hereto, unless inconsistent with the context, an expression which denotes one gender
includes the other gender, a natural person includes a juristic person and vice versa, the singular includes the plural and
vice versa and the expressions set out in the first column bear the meaning assigned to them in the second column.
“acquisition”

the acquisition by Vukile of the acquisition properties from the relevant vendors
within the Encha property group as more fully detailed in paragraph 6.1;

“acquisition agreement”

the agreement entered into between Vukile, the Encha vendors and Encha SPV
on 20 May 2013, which agreement governs the terms and conditions of the
transaction;

“acquisition properties”

Navarre Wachthuis, the Koedoe Arcade (Pretoria), De Bruyn Park (Pretoria)
and the Bloemfontein Fedsure Building, the details of which are more fully
set out in paragraph 8 of the circular;

“asset management agreement”

the agreement to be entered into between Vukile and Encha Manco subject to
unitholder approval, in terms of which Encha Manco will be appointed as asset
manager of the properties housed within the Sovereign tenant portfolio;

“board” or “directors”

the board of directors of Vukile at the date of this circular and set out
on page 8 hereto;

“Broad-Based Black Economic
Empowerment Act”

the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, No. 53 of 2003, and any
regulations promulgated thereunder;

“Call Option”

bears the meaning ascribed to the term in paragraph 6.2;

“circular” or “document”

this circular to Vukile unitholders dated 5 June 2013, incorporating the notice
of general meeting and the form of proxy;

“certificated linked units”

Vukile units that have not yet been dematerialised, title to which is represented
by documents of title;

“certificated linked unitholders”

Vukile unitholders who hold certificated linked units;

“CIPC”

the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission;

“Companies Act” or “the Act”

the Companies Act, 2008 (Act 71 of 2008), as amended;

“Competition Authority”

the tribunal established pursuant to chapter 4, Part B of the Competition Act,
No. 89 of 1998, as amended, or the Appeal Court established pursuant
to Chapter 4, Part C of the Competition Act, as the case may be;

“CSDP”

Central Securities Depository Participant;

“debenture trust deed”

the trust deed in respect of the Vukile debentures entered into on 14 January
2004 between Vukile and Maitland Trust Limited, as trustees, as amended
by the first addendum dated 2 February 2007;

“dematerialised linked unitholders”

Vukile unitholders who hold dematerialised linked units;

“dematerialised linked units”

Vukile units which have been incorporated into the Strate system, title to which
is not represented by linked unit certificates or other physical documents
of title;

“DPW”

Department of Public Works;

“effective date”

the later of (i) 1 July 2013 or (ii) the first day of the month following the month
in which the last of the suspensive conditions are fulfilled or, if applicable,
waived and being the day on which the risks and rewards of the acquisition
properties shall transfer to Vukile;
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“Encha” or “Encha Properties”

Encha Properties Proprietary Limited (Registration number 1998/006843/07),
a private company incorporated under the laws of South Africa and a subsidiary
of Encha Group Limited, a public company incorporated under the laws of
South Africa;

“Encha group”

Encha Group Limited and its subsidiaries including Encha property group,
Encha Manco and the Encha SPV;

“Encha property group”

Encha and its subsidiaries;

“Encha Manco”

Opiconsivia Trading 303 Proprietary Limited (Registration number
2013/013197/07), a private company incorporated under the laws of South
Africa, the name of which is to be changed to Encha Property Management
Company Proprietary Limited, being the company to be appointed as the asset
manager of those properties housed and/or to be housed within the Sovereign
tenant portfolio and a wholly owned subsidiary of Encha Properties;

“Encha Property Services”

Encha Property Services Proprietary Limited (Registration number
1967/000367/07), a private company incorporated under the laws of South
Africa and a subsidiary of Encha Properties, being the company appointed as
the property manager of those properties housed and/or to be housed within
the Sovereign tenant portfolio;

“Encha SPV”

Opiconsivia Trading 302 Proprietary Limited (RF) (Registration number
2013/013201/07), the name of which is to be changed to Encha Property
Investments Proprietary Limited (RF), a private company incorporated under
the laws of South Africa, being a new special purpose vehicle established within
the Encha group to own the Vukile consideration linked units and which will
acquire additional Vukile units issued to Encha SPV under the equity funding
platform. 100% of the voting shares of the Encha SPV are held by Encha
Group Limited;

“equity funding platform”

the arrangements agreed to between Vukile and Encha SPV set out in
paragraph 6.5 of this circular pursuant to which, inter alia, Vukile shall be
obliged to place with Encha SPV and the SPV will be obliged to acquire from
Vukile additional Vukile units, on the terms and conditions summarised
in clause 6.5;

“equity funding platform commitment
period”

the period commencing on the effective date and expiring on the fourth
anniversary of the effective date;

“Encha Tshwane 1”

Encha Tshwane (Properties) One Proprietary Limited (Registration number
2004/03391/07), a private company incorporated under the laws of South
Africa and which will, as at the effective date, be a wholly owned subsidiary
of Encha;

“Encha Tshwane 2”

Encha Tshwane (Properties) Two Proprietary Limited (Registration number
2010/003125/07), a private company incorporated under the laws of South
Africa and which will, as at the effective date, be a wholly owned subsidiary
of Encha;

“Encha Bloemfontein”

Encha Properties (Bloemfontein) Proprietary Limited (Registration number
2007/025934/07), a private company incorporated under the laws of South
Africa and which will, as at the effective date, be a wholly owned subsidiary
of Encha;

“Encha vendor”

each of Encha, Encha Tshwane 1, Encha Tshwane 2 and Encha Bloemfontein
and “Encha vendors” means all of such companies;

“general meeting”

the general meeting of Vukile unitholders to be held at Vukile’s registered office
at 11:00 on 5 July 2013;

“group”

Vukile and its subsidiaries;
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“JSE”

JSE Limited (Registration number 2005/022939/06), a company incorporated
in South Africa and licensed as an exchange under the Securities Services Act,
2004 (Act 36 of 2004), as amended;

“JSE Listings Requirements” or “Listings
Requirements”

the JSE Listings Requirements, as amended from time to time;

“last practicable date”

the last trading date before the practical finalisation of this circular, being
27 May 2013;

“linked unitholders” or “Vukile unitholders” the registered holders of Vukile units;
  or “unitholders”
“linked units” or “Vukile units”

Vukile units listed on the JSE, each comprising one Vukile share indivisibly
linked to one Vukile debenture or its equivalent should the Company undertake
a capital restructure;

“matching placement facility”

the proposed authority to be granted by Vukile unitholders to Vukile enabling
Vukile to make available for placement with Vukile unitholders other than the
Encha SPV (by way of vendor placement or by way of general authority to issue
units for cash in terms of ordinary resolution numbers 4 and 5 in the notice of
general meeting included in this circular) an equivalent number of linked units
as are placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform as more
fully described in paragraph 7;

“mezz debt”

the mezzanine loans to be advanced from time to time by Vukile to Encha SPV
on the terms summarised in paragraph 6.5.11 of this circular;

“NSX”

Namibia Stock Exchange;

“Option Effective Date”

the date on which the increased rental under the lease with DPW in respect
of the Option Property becomes effective;

“Option Exercise Date”

the date on which either the Put Option or the Call Option is exercised
following the conclusion of a lease with DPW for a period of not less than
five years in respect of the Option Property;

“Option Property” or “Pretoria Momentum the rental enterprise in respect of the immovable property known as the
building” or “PMB Rental Enterprise”
“Momentum building” situate at 329/339 Pretorius Street, Pretoria as more
fully described in paragraph 8;
“property management agreement”

the agreement entered into between Encha Manco and Encha Property Services
on 24 May 2013, in terms of which Encha Property Services will be appointed
as property manager of the properties housed within the Sovereign tenant
portfolio;

“Property Sector Charter”

the property sector charter as gazetted on 1 June 2012 in terms of section 91
of the Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act;

“the Option”

the Put Option or the Call Option in respect of the Option Property which on
exercise will result in the sale by Encha Tshwane 1 and the purchase by Vukile
of the Option Property and which exercise is conditional on the conclusion
(within 12 months of the effective date) of a lease in respect of the Option
Property for a period of not less than five years;

“Put Option”

bears the meaning ascribed to the term in paragraph 6.2.1;

“resolutions”

the special and ordinary resolutions to be proposed at the general meeting;

“SAPOA”

South African Property Owner’s Association;

“Sanlam”

Sanlam Life Insurance Limited (Registration number 1998/021121/06),
a public company registered and incorporated in South Africa;
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“special distribution”

the special distribution of circa R64 million resulting from the sales commission
relating to the sale of East Rand Mall, which special distribution is to be paid
by Vukile as part of its first distribution for the March 2014 financial year;

“Sanlam Properties”

Sanlam Properties Proprietary Limited (Registration number 2000/011965/07),
a private company registered and incorporated in South Africa;

“Securities Services Act”

the Securities Services Act, No. 36 of 2004, as amended;

“STT”

Securities Transfer Tax;

“SENS”

the Stock Exchange News Service, the news service operated by the JSE;

“South Africa”

the Republic of South Africa;

“Sovereign tenant portfolio”

a sub-portfolio established within Vukile to house the acquisition properties,
the Pretoria Momentum building (if acquired by Vukile) and potentially,
subject to Vukile board approval, other properties already owned by Vukile or
properties which may from time to time be acquired by Vukile where the
property is fully or predominantly tenanted by the national and/or provincial
government;

“Strate”

Strate Limited (Registration number 1998/022242/06), a company
incorporated in South Africa, which is a registered central securities depository
and which is responsible for the electronic settlement system used by the JSE;

“suspensive conditions”

the suspensive conditions to the transaction as detailed in paragraph 6.3;

“transaction”

means collectively:
• the acquisition of the acquisition properties;
• the Option and the acquisition of the PMB Rental Enterprise pursuant
to the exercise of the Option;
• the equity funding platform;
• the appointment of Encha Manco as the asset manager of the Sovereign
tenant portfolio in terms of the asset management agreement; and
• the appointment of Encha Property Services as the property manager of
the Sovereign tenant portfolio in terms of the property management
agreement;

“transfer secretaries”

Link Market Services South Africa Proprietary Limited, a company
incorporated in South Africa, the details of which are set out on the inside front
cover of this circular;

“Vukile consideration linked units”

Vukile units to be issued to the respective Encha vendors in part consideration
for the acquisition of the acquisition properties and, subject to the exercise of
the Option, the Option Property pursuant to the proposed transaction;

“Vukile debenture”

a debenture issued by Vukile which, at the last practicable date comprise
unsecured, subordinated, variable rate debentures with a nominal value of
R4.90 each;

“Vukile debenture holders”

the registered holders of Vukile debentures;

“Vukile register”

Vukile’s linked unit register, including all sub-registers; and

“Vukile share”

an ordinary share of the Company which, as at the last practicable date,
comprise par value shares of R0.01.
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CIRCULAR TO VUKILE UNITHOLDERS
1.

2.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VUKILE BUSINESS AND PROSPECTS
1.1

Vukile is a property and investment holding company, which was listed on the JSE on 24 June 2004 and the
Namibian Stock Exchange on 11 July 2007. Vukile’s prime objective is to invest in properties with strong
contractual cash flows for long-term sustainability, capital appreciation and growing income for unitholders.

1.2

Notwithstanding that the local and international economic environment remains subdued, the property portfolio
of the Company has performed in line with the expectations as set out in the published audited financial results
for the year ended 31 March 2013.

1.3

The Company will continue to focus on not only growing the property portfolio in line with its stated strategy
but also on opportunities to improve the quality of the property portfolio and establishing a dominant retail bias
to the portfolio mix.

1.4

The Company is continually striving to make progress on achieving its empowerment objectives, most notably
in terms of the transaction set out in this circular.

1.5

The board is of the opinion that the Company is well positioned to fulfil its strategy and prospects as set out
above.

INTRODUCTION
2.1
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Vukile proposes implementing a sustainable and commercially driven black economic transformation transaction
through the acquisition of an approximate R1.335 billion commercial property portfolio from the Encha property
group. The net realisation proceeds resulting from the acquisition of the acquisition properties and the Option
Property of approximately R490 million will be invested by the Encha group in Vukile to achieve a long-term
and sustainable alignment between Vukile and its empowerment partner. The transaction positions Vukile
as a leading JSE-listed empowered property company.

2.2

The transaction will involve the acquisition of five investment grade substantially national government tenanted
buildings of which:
2.2.1 four of the buildings comprise the acquisition properties; and
2.2.2 the acquisition of the Pretoria Momentum building will be acquired subject to the exercise of the Option.
This deal technology protects Vukile against the risks of acquiring the Momentum Pretoria building
without a new five year or longer duration lease with the DPW having been secured over the Momentum
Property building and facilitates the determination of the purchase price payable for the Momentum
Pretoria building with reference to the agreed contractual net property income to be derived from the
new (minimum five year) lease extension.

2.3

Formal agreements were concluded between Vukile and Encha on 20 May 2013 regarding the transaction and an
announcement released on SENS on 12 March 2013 setting out the salient details of the transaction.

2.4

The acquisition of the acquisition properties together with the Option is classified as a Category 2 transaction
in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements.

2.5

However:
2.5.1 the issue of Vukile units to the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform constitutes a specific issue
of shares for cash under the JSE Listings Requirements, requiring approval of Vukile shareholders by way
of a 75% majority of votes cast in favour of such resolution at a duly constituted meeting of shareholders
and debenture holders;
2.5.2 the mezz debt to be potentially provided by Vukile to the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform
will constitute financial assistance to the Encha SPV for the purpose of, or in connection with, the
subscription of securities issued or to be issued by the Company (as contemplated in section 44 and
section 45 of the Companies Act) and accordingly will require the approval of Vukile shareholders by
way of a special resolution;
2.5.3 in order for the Company to discharge its obligations under the equity funding platform on a basis
which minimises the dilution effects of the equity funding platform on other Vukile unitholders, it is
proposed that, subject to the terms of the equity funding platform, an equal number of Vukile units as
are placed with Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform, be made available for placement in
the market with other Vukile unitholders in terms of the matching placement facility. To facilitate this it
is proposed that a sufficient number of Vukile shares be placed under the control of the directors under a
general authority to issue Vukile units for cash to Vukile unitholders (other than Encha SPV) and which
cash is to be used by Vukile to fund either new acquisitions, developments or upgrades/refurbishments;
2.5.4 in terms of the equity funding platform, to the extent that the acquisition of Vukile units by Encha
SPV cannot be funded by Encha SPV utilising its senior debt capacity and/or its own resources, Vukile
shall, subject to its lending covenants, advance loans to Encha SPV from time to time to enable Encha
SPV to discharge the acquisition cost of the additional Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV on
the terms set out in paragraph 6.5. Such financial assistance constitutes financial assistance in terms of
section 44 and/or 45 of the Companies Act and as such is subject to unitholder approval; and
2.5.5 Dr Sedise Moseneke, who is to be appointed as an executive director to the board of directors of Vukile
pursuant to the terms of the acquisition agreement, has an indirect beneficial holding (of approximately
16%) in the issued share capital of Encha SPV. Accordingly the Encha SPV is a person related or interrelated to Dr Sedise Moseneke as (contemplated under section 41(1) of the Companies Act, 2008) and
approval by special resolution of the shareholders of the Company is required authorising the Company
to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform to Encha SPV.
Accordingly, a general meeting of shareholders and debenture holders is required to be convened to secure the
requisite Vukile unitholder approval to implement the transaction.

3.

PROPOSED EMPOWERMENT TRANSACTION AND ACQUISITION
Vukile has concluded a formal binding agreement with the Encha property group pursuant to which and subject to the
fulfilment of the suspensive conditions:
3.1

Vukile will acquire the acquisition properties (being investment grade properties which are substantially national
government tenanted) from the Encha property group for a purchase price (assuming a 1 August 2013 effective
date) of R1.045 billion determined by applying a 9.5% yield to the aggregate 12-month forward net property
income of the acquisition properties after deducting asset management fees to be derived from the acquisition
properties and after deducting certain agreed capital expenditure amounts;
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4.
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3.2

on the exercise of the Option Encha Tshwane 1 will sell to Vukile, which will purchase, the Momentum Pretoria
building for a consideration that will be calculated by applying a 9.5% yield to the forward net property income
after asset management fees for the 12-month period calculated from the Option Effective Date. The purchase
price payable for the Option Property is anticipated to be approximately R290 million;

3.3

a sub-portfolio will be established within Vukile to house the acquisition properties, the Pretoria Momentum
building (if acquired by Vukile) and subject to Vukile board approval, potentially other properties already owned
by Vukile or properties which may from time to time be acquired by Vukile where the property is fully or
predominantly tenanted by the national and/or provincial government (referred to herein as the “Sovereign
tenant portfolio”);

3.4

Encha Property Services will be appointed as the property manager of the properties housed within the Sovereign
tenant portfolio and Encha Manco will be appointed as asset manager of the properties housed within the
Sovereign tenant portfolio;

3.5

the equity funding platform will be established primarily to facilitate the acquisition by the Encha SPV of
additional Vukile units in order to prevent the dilution of Vukile’s empowerment credentials as well as increasing
the Encha property group’s strategic investment in Vukile thereby enhancing the empowerment credentials
of Vukile;

3.6

pursuant to the disposal of the acquisition properties to Vukile, the Encha SPV will acquire an initial approximate
R398 million ungeared net equity investment in Vukile. On exercise of the Option (and the resultant disposal
of the Momentum Pretoria building to Vukile) the Encha SPV’s ungeared net equity investment in Vukile
will increase to approximately R490 million. The Encha SPV’s equity in Vukile will, on the disposal of the
acquisition properties, constitute an approximate 4.6% unitholding in Vukile’s enlarged unit capital and post
the acquisition by Vukile of the Momentum Pretoria building (assuming the exercise of the Option) this will
increase to an approximate 5.6% unit holding in Vukile. Such unit holding will represent an approximate 15.4%
empowerment holding in Vukile for the purposes of the Property Sector Charter pre the acquisition of the
Momentum Pretoria building and 18.8% empowerment holding post the acquisition of the Momentum Pretoria
building (and ignoring any additional Vukile units which may be acquired by the Encha SPV on implementation
of the equity funding platform). In terms of the Property Sector Charter mandated investments in Vukile are
capped at 70% and are excluded for the purposes of the calculation of empowered equity holding;

3.7

the intention is to utilise the equity funding platform to increase as soon as reasonably practicable the Encha
SPV’s equity holding in Vukile to achieve at least a 25.1% unitholding in Vukile for empowerment purposes
(applying the Property Sector Charter equity holding assessment methodology) which equates to an approximate
7.5% unitholding in Vukile; and

3.8

a transformation strategy will be implemented within Vukile.

RATIONALE AND THE TRANSFORMATION IMPERATIVE
4.1

The primary rationale of the transaction is to address the transformation strategy within Vukile in a commercially
sustainable manner and on a basis consistent with the Property Sector Charter.

4.2

Key to the transformation imperatives of the transaction are that:
4.2.1 the Encha SPV will acquire an initial approximate R398 million ungeared net equity investment in
Vukile which should, on exercise of the Option, increase to approximately R490 million. Such unit
holding will represent an approximate 18.8% empowerment holding in Vukile for the purposes of the
Property Sector Charter (and ignoring any additional Vukile units which may be acquired by the Encha
SPV on implementation of the equity funding platform);
4.2.2 Sedise Moseneke (the 2012/13 President of SAPOA and CEO of Encha Properties) will be appointed as
an executive director of Vukile with specific responsibility in respect of the Sovereign tenant portfolio. In
addition Sedise will work with Vukile’s CEO Laurence Rapp in growing the fund in line with Vukile’s
stated strategy of building a large diversified fund, overweight in the retail sector. Sedise will have
executive responsibility for driving Vukile’s holistic transformation strategy;
4.2.3 an Encha property group employee will be appointed and/or seconded to Vukile who will be responsible
for implementing and monitoring the transformation strategy within the Vukile group aimed at
enhancing Vukile’s transformation credentials; and
4.2.4 the Encha property group’s long-term property related interests will be aligned with those of Vukile
through a combination of exclusivity and other equity lock-in arrangements (as more fully dealt
with below).

5.

ENCHA PROPERTY GROUP
Encha Properties, a member of the Encha group, is a leading Level 1 BEE rated black managed and black owned
property company which has been in operation since 1998. Encha Property Services manages in excess of 30 properties
with a combined value in excess of R2 billion. The acquisition properties and Option Property have been owned and
managed by the Encha property group for periods ranging from three to eight years.

6.

TERMS OF THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION AND SUSPENSIVE CONDITIONS
6.1

6.2

The acquisition
6.1.1

The acquisition properties will be acquired by Vukile with effect from the effective date, anticipated to
be 1 August 2013.

6.1.2

The aggregate purchase consideration payable for the acquisition properties assuming a 1 August 2013
effective date will be R1.045 billion.

6.1.3

The purchase price of the acquisition properties will be discharged on the date of registration of transfer
of the acquisition properties into the name of Vukile to the relevant Encha vendor as follows:
6.1.3.1
a cash payment of an aggregate amount of approximately R290 million (which is to be
utilised by the relevant Encha vendor to buy-out the non-Encha group shareholders in the
Encha vendor and to discharge certain amounts due to third party creditors) less any interim
amounts paid by Vukile to the respective Encha vendor during the period between the
effective date and the transfer date of the relevant acquisition property to enable the relevant
vendor to service interest bearing debt relating to the relevant acquisition property;
6.1.3.2
the assumption by Vukile of interest-bearing debt (and related funding costs) in respect of the
acquisition properties in an amount of approximately R362 million;
6.1.3.3
the balance of the purchase price will be discharged by the allotment and issue by Vukile of
new Vukile consideration linked units (valued at a 2.5% discount to the volume weighted
average “clean” traded price at which Vukile units trade on the JSE over the 30 trading day
period (“VWAP”) immediately prior to the effective date).
The “clean” traded price shall be the listed price of a Vukile unit adjusted to deduct the
portion of the listed price attributable to the built-up distribution within Vukile attributable
to Vukile units as at the effective date and, to the extent appropriate to take into account any
portion of the traded price attributable to the special distribution. The Vukile consideration
linked units will not rank for participation in the special distribution nor any portion of any
Vukile distribution which is attributable to the period prior to the effective date (as the Encha
group has agreed to waive its right to receive any such distributions); and
6.1.3.4
pursuant to an internal Encha group restructuring, all Vukile consideration linked units, and
all the Vukile units to be issued to the Encha group in terms of the equity funding platform
will be held by the Encha SPV.

The Option in respect of the Pretoria Momentum building
Subject to the exercise of the Call Option Vukile wishes to acquire and Encha Tshwane 1 wishes to sell, subject
to the exercise of the Put Option, the Momentum Pretoria building for a consideration that will be calculated
by applying a 9.5% yield to the net property income after asset management fees for the 12-month period
calculated from the Option Effective Date less certain amounts in respect of capital expenditure to be agreed (in
amount of at least R26 million) which will be required to be expended on the Pretoria Momentum building to
secure the required DPW lease renewal. The exercise of the Put Option or Call Option is conditional on Encha
Tshwane 1 successfully concluding a minimum five year lease with DPW in respect of the Momentum Pretoria
building commencing after the expiry of the existing lease on 30 October 2013. This deal technology protects
Vukile against the risks of acquiring the Momentum Pretoria building without a new five year lease extension
with DPW having been secured and further facilitates the determination of the purchase price payable for the
Momentum Pretoria building with reference to the agreed contractual net property income to be derived from
the new (minimum five year) lease extension.
It is anticipated that the minimum five year lease with the DPW over the Pretoria Momentum building will
be secured by September 2013 for commencement on 1 November 2013. Based on the anticipated lease terms
(which are at an advanced stage of negotiation with DPW) the purchase price payable for PMB Rental Enterprise
will be approximately R290 million based on an Option Effective Date of 1 November 2013.
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6.2.1

The Option
Vukile has granted to Encha Tshwane 1 an irrevocable put option (the “Put Option”) to sell the PMB
Rental Enterprise as a going concern to Vukile and Encha Tshwane 1 has granted Vukile an irrevocable
call option (“Call Option”) to acquire the PMB Rental Enterprise from Encha Tshwane 1 as a going
concern on the following terms:

6.3

6.2.1.1

the Option may only be exercised if the lease with DPW in respect of the Option Property has
been extended for a period of not less than 5 (five) years (calculated from the commencement of
the increased rental under the extended lease or new lease) and such formal written extension
of the lease (or new lease) in respect of the Option Property has become unconditional
according to its terms;

6.2.1.2

the Option may be exercised within a period of 12 (twelve) months from the effective date,
failing which the Option shall lapse and be of no further force and effect;

6.2.1.3

the purchase price of the PMB Rental Enterprise shall be calculated by applying a 9.5% yield
to the forward net property income after asset management fees for the 12-month period
calculated from the Option Effective Date less capital expenditure in an amount to be agreed
in terms of a mechanism provided for in the acquisition agreement and which will not be less
than R26 million (less any amounts actually expended by Encha Tshwane 1 between 20 May
2013 and the transfer date of the Option Property with the approval of Vukile) (the “PMB
Purchase Price”);

6.2.1.4

the PMB Purchase Price shall be discharged by Vukile to Encha Tshwane 1 against registration
of transfer of the Pretoria Momentum building into the name of Vukile as follows:
6.2.1.4.1 by Vukile assuming the interest-bearing borrowings (and related funding costs)
of Encha Tshwane 1 in respect of the Pretoria Momentum building in an amount
of approximately R111 million;
6.2.1.4.2 a cash payment by Vukile to Encha Tshwane 1 of approximately R87 million
(which is to be used to buy-out the non-Encha group shareholders in Encha
Tshwane 1 and to discharge certain amounts due to third party creditors) less
any interim amounts paid by Vukile to Encha Tshwane 1 during the period
between the Option effective date and the transfer date of the Option Property
to enable Encha Tshwane 1 to service interest-bearing debt relating to the Option
Property; and
6.2.1.4.3 the balance to be settled by the issue of Vukile consideration linked units, which
are to be valued at the 30 trading days VWAP prior to the Option Effective Date,
subject to the clean price adjustment, less 2.5%.

6.2.1.5

the PMB Purchase Price shall not exceed R400 million.

Suspensive conditions
The acquisition agreement is subject to, inter alia, the following suspensive conditions:
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6.3.2

the securing of Competition Authority approval;

6.3.2

Vukile unitholders approving the resolutions approving:
– the acquisition agreement (and consequently the issue of the Vukile consideration linked units);
– the specific issue of linked units for cash to Encha SPV pursuant to the equity funding platform;
– the placing of sufficient unissued shares under the control of the directors for the purposes of issuing
such shares to Encha SPV pursuant to the equity funding platform;
– the asset management agreement;
– the issue of Vukile units to an entity related or inter-related to a director of the Company (to be
appointed pursuant to the transaction) in terms of section 41 of the Companies Act; and
– the provision of financial assistance to Encha SPV for the purpose of subscribing for Vukile units to
be issued by Vukile in terms of section 44 and section 45 of the Companies Act,

6.3.3

the conclusion of the asset management agreement between Vukile and Encha Manco, which agreement
is in agreed execution form and shall be signed once unitholders pass the requisite resolution authorising
the execution of the asset management agreement, as required in terms of paragraph 13.40(a) of the JSE
Listings Requirements;

6.4

6.5

6.3.4

the securing, to the extent necessary, of the approval of DPW to the assignment with effect from the
effective date of all of the Encha vendor’s rights and obligations under the relevant DPW lease agreements
in respect of the acquisition properties to Vukile;

6.3.5

the securing of a letter of support from DPW confirming that the structure of the transaction is conducive
to Vukile qualifying to secure longer term leases in respect of properties which are to be government
tenanted; and

6.3.6

Vukile securing the necessary debt funding in order to settle the non-equity portion of the purchase
price payable for the acquisition.

Asset management and property management arrangements
6.4.1

Encha Manco will render asset management services in relation to the properties housed within the
Sovereign tenant portfolio in terms of the asset management agreement. Asset management services
shall be charged at a cost of 0.5% per annum (exclusive of VAT) based on the most current directors
valuations of the properties comprised within the Sovereign tenant portfolio from time to time.

6.4.2

Encha Property Services shall render property management services in respect of the properties housed
within the Sovereign tenant portfolio in terms of the property management agreement. The property
management agreement and service level requirements substantially replicate the terms upon which
Vukile currently contracts with third party managers in respect of Vukile’s existing core portfolio. The
property management services will be rendered by Encha Property Services at a fee (exclusive of VAT)
of 3% of the gross amount of all rentals and recoveries (exclusive of VAT) collected by Encha Property
Services in relation to the Sovereign tenant portfolio. The property management services fee will
be dispersed by Encha Manco so as to be borne by Vukile.

6.4.3

The salient terms of the asset management and the property management agreements are set out
in Annexures 8 and 9, respectively.

The equity funding platform
6.5.1

The equity funding platform will facilitate the acquisition by the Encha SPV of additional equity in
Vukile which will both entrench the Encha property group’s strategic equity holding in Vukile and
enhance Vukile’s empowerment credentials.

6.5.2

Vukile will only issue linked units to the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform if and to
the extent that Vukile requires equity funding to finance acquisitions pursuant to vendor placements,
developments or property upgrades in circumstances where such equity funding is not to be raised
by way of rights offer or acquisition issue to vendors of assets to Vukile.

6.5.3

If the unitholder resolutions approving the matching placement facility are not passed by unitholders
then the following shall apply – if during each 1 year period commencing on the effective date (each a
“1 year period” and the first 4 years commencing on the effective date the “initial 4 year period”),
Vukile requires to raise equity capital (other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new
Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings
Requirements) Vukile shall be obliged to place with the Encha SPV, in respect of each 1 year period,
the lower of (i) R250 million in placement value of Vukile units plus the amount, if any, remaining to
be issued to the Encha SPV in respect of prior 1 year periods in terms of the accumulation provisions
set out in paragraph 6.5.6 below and (ii) the equity capital required to be raised by Vukile (other than
by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant
to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements).
An indicative example of the application of the equity funding platform where the matching placement
facility authority is not approved by unitholders is set out in Scenario 2 in paragraph 7.3 below.

6.5.4

If the unitholder resolutions approving the matching placment facility are duly passed by unitholders
then the following shall apply – if during each of the 1 year periods Vukile requires to raise equity capital
(other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile
pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements) Vukile shall be obliged to
place with the Encha SPV, in respect of each 1 year period, the lesser of (i) R250 million in placement
value of Vukile units plus the amount, if any, remaining to be issued to the Encha SPV in respect of prior
1 year periods in terms of the accumulation provisions set out in paragraph 6.5.6 below and (ii), 50%
of the total equity capital raised by Vukile (other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new
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Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings
Requirements) such that Encha SPV and other Vukile unitholders will acquire an equal number of
Vukile units pursuant to the placement process.
An indicative example of the application of the equity funding platform where the matching placement
facility authority is approved by unitholders is set out in Scenario 1 in paragraph 7.3 below.
6.5.5

The Vukile placement units shall be acquired by the Encha SPV at a price which equates to a discount
of 2.5% to the 30 trading day volume weighted traded price of Vukile units for the period immediately
prior to the date on which the placement is to be effected.

6.5.6

If during any 1 year period (during the initial 4 year period) Vukile places less than R250 million in
placement value of Vukile units with the Encha SPV, the shortfall in the placement value of Vukile units
for such 1 year period shall be accumulated so as to increase the potential placing of Vukile units with
the Encha SPV in the next 1 year period such that over the initial 4 year period R1 billion of Vukile units
(not including the Vukile consideration units) will be placed with and acquired by the Encha SPV via
the equity funding platform.

6.5.7

In addition to any shortfall in the placement value of R250 million for Vukile units in any 1 year period
being accumulated so as to increase the potential placing of Vukile units with the Encha SPV in the next
1 year period as set out above, at any time during the initial 4 year period, Vukile and Encha may agree
in writing to accelerate in whole or in part(s) the obligation of Vukile to place with the Encha SPV and
the obligation of the Encha SPV to subscribe or purchase in aggregate up to R1 billion (at placement
value) of Vukile units (inclusive of all other Vukile units subscribed for by the Encha SPV under terms
of the equity funding platform).

6.5.8

The maximum number of Vukile units to be issued under the equity funding platform (pursuant to
the authority sought from unitholders) shall be 80 million Vukile units and the maximum placement
value of Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform shall be
R1 billion.
Assuming the entire R1 billion of Vukile units was issued to the Encha SPV under the equity funding
platform on the effective date at current pricing (circa R19.10 per Vukile unit) and that no further Vukile
units were issued to any other parties, the Encha SPV would hold approximately 13% of Vukile’s issued
linked unit capital. Alternatively, assuming a reduction in the Vukile share price to R12.50 or below,
which would result in the full 80 million Vukile units potentially being issued to the Encha SPV under
the equity funding platform, Encha SPV’s shareholding in Vukile would be approximately 19%.
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6.5.9

The authority to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform shall endure until expiry of the
initial 4 year period.

6.5.10

As the authority to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform is to endure until expiry of the
initial 4 year period, it is within the contemplation of this authority that at any time during the initial
4 year period Encha SPV may become a non-public shareholder (as defined in paragraphs 4.25 to 4.27
of the JSE Listings Requirements) or a related party (as described in paragraphs 10.1 to 10.3 of the JSE
Listings Requirements) by virtue of, inter alia, the Encha SPV becoming interested in 10% or more of
the Vukile units in issue from time to time.

6.5.11

To the extent that the acquisition of Vukile units by the Encha SPV cannot be funded by the Encha
SPV utilising its senior debt capacity and/or its own resources, Vukile shall use its best endeavours and
subject to its lending covenants, advance loans to the Encha SPV and such additional amounts from time
to time to enable the Encha SPV to discharge the acquisition cost of the additional Vukile units to be
placed with the Encha SPV on the following terms:
6.5.11.1 the mezzanine loans advanced by Vukile (the “mezz debt”) will attract interest at Vukile’s
then current cost of raising new debt plus 3% per annum (the 3% premium being the “mezz
debt premium”).
6.5.11.2 Vukile will be entitled to a mezz carry participation fee (payable forthwith after the 8th
anniversary of the effective date) on Vukile units acquired by the Encha SPV which are
funded by the mezz debt (the “qualifying Vukile units”) in an amount equal to 30% of the
profit made by the Encha SPV calculated on each tranche of such qualifying Vukile units less
the aggregate of the mezz debt premium paid to Vukile.

6.6

Lock-in and long-term alignment of interests
A long-term alignment of interests between the Encha property group and Vukile is to be achieved through,
inter alia, an undertaking by Encha to continue to hold all of the Vukile units within the Encha SPV for a
minimum period of eight years from the effective date. Save for any Vukile units to be realised by the Encha
SPV after the initial eight year period in order for the Encha SPV to discharge its funding obligations to Vukile
and/or other third parties, no more than 50% of the Vukile units will be realised after the 8th anniversary of the
effective date and the balance after the 9th anniversary of the effective date, provided that if Vukile has sold or
otherwise realised at least four out of five of the acquisition properties (including the Option property) prior to
the 9th anniversary then the SPV shall be entitled (at any time after the 8th anniversary) to sell or otherwise deal
in all Vukile units held by the SPV as at the 8th anniversary.
In addition to granting Vukile a right of first refusal to purchase any immovable properties which are owned
from time to time by the Encha property group, the Encha property group will make available all property related
corporate opportunities in South Africa in the first instance for Vukile to consider exploiting.

7.

MATCHING PLACEMENT FACILITY
7.1

Rationale for the matching placement facility
Recognising that the allotment and issue of Vukile units under the equity funding platform will have a dilutionary
effect on other Vukile unitholders’ holdings of Vukile units, the board of directors of the Company propose that
the board be afforded the authority to place an equivalent number of Vukile units as are placed with Encha SPV
pursuant to the equity funding platform with other Vukile unitholders to mitigate against any such dilution.
Recognising the matching placement facility is to facilitate the placement of an equal number of Vukile units
with Vukile unitholders other than the Encha SPV as the number of Vukile units placed with the Encha SPV the
maximum placement value of Vukile units which may be placed under the matching placement facility shall not
exceed either R1 billion or 80 million Vukile units.

7.2

Terms of the matching placement facility
If unitholders approve of the matching placement facility (by passing ordinary resolutions 4 and 5 in the notice of
general meeting included in this circular) should Vukile (during the initial 4 year period) require to raise equity
capital (other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile
pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements) Vukile shall endeavour to raise such
capital by placing an equal number of Vukile units as are placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding
platform with other Vukile unitholders.
Vukile will only issue linked units to the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform and consequently issue
linked units under the matching placement facility if and to the extent that Vukile requires equity funding to
finance acquisitions pursuant to vendor placements, developments or property upgrades in circumstances where
such equity funding is not to be raised by way of rights offer or acquisition issue to vendors of assets to Vukile.
Vukile units issued under the matching placement facility may (if the relevant authorising resolutions are passed)
be made available either by way of a vendor placement and/or in terms of an issue for cash to any Vukile unitholder
which constitutes a public shareholder as contemplated by paragraph 4.25 of the JSE Listings Requirements
(other than the Encha SPV).

7.3

Indicative example of the application of the equity funding platform and the matching placement facility
Scenario 1 – Equity funding platform and matching placement facility mechanics assuming matching placement
facility authority granted
Equity capital to be raised by
Vukile (in any of the 1 year
periods) (R million)

Equity capital to be placed with
Encha SPV (in any of the 1 year
periods) (R million)

Equity capital to be placed with
other Vukile unitholders (in any of
the 1 year periods) (R million)

R100
R250
R500
R600
R600

R50
R125
R250
R250*
R300**

R50
R125
R250
R250*
R300**
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* if no agreement is reached to accelerate the terms of equity funding platform.
** if Vukile and the Encha SPV agree in writing to increase the value of linked units placed with the Encha SPV in the particular 1 year
period (eg to R300 million) the capacity to place the excess equivalent number of Vukile units with other Vukile unitholders will
increase on a one-for-one basis (to facilitative the placement of R300 million of Vukile units also with other investors). Provided that
the maximum placement value of Vukile units placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform shall not exceed either
R1 billion or 80 million Vukile units.

Scenario 2 – Equity funding platform mechanics assuming no matching placement facility
Equity capital to be raised by Vukile (in any of the
1 year periods) (R million)

Equity capital to be placed with Encha SPV (in any of
the 1 year periods) (R million)

R100
R250
R500

R100
R250
R250*

* if Vukile and the Encha SPV agree in writing to accelerate in whole or in part(s) the obligation of Vukile to place with the Encha SPV
and the obligation of the Encha SPV to subscribe or purchase in aggregate up to R1 billion (at placement value) of Vukile units (inclusive
of all other Vukile units placed with the Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform) then such excess amount as agreed may be
placed with the Encha SPV (provided that the maximum placement value of Vukile units placed with the Encha SPV under the equity
funding platform shall not exceed either R1 billion or 80 million Vukile units). If there is insufficient placement capacity within the
Encha SPV will (subject to the authorities granted to it by unitholders) raise its additional equity requirements from the market.

8.

THE ACQUISITION PROPERTIES AND THE OPTION PROPERTY
The property specific information in relation to the acquisition properties and the Option Property including property
name and address, sector, geographical location, rentable area and weighted average rental is set out below:

Property name and address
Acquisition properties
Navarre Wachthuis
231 Pretorius Street, Pretoria
The Koedoe Arcade
236 Pretorius Street, Pretoria
De Bruyn Park 253 Vermeulen
Street, Pretoria
The Bloemfontein Fedsure
Building, 49 St Andrews
Street (Maitland Street)
Bloemfontein
The Option Property
Pretoria Momentum Building
329/339 Pretorius Street
Pretoria

Rentable
Area
(m2)

Weighted
average
rental per m2
(R/m2)

Purchase
price
(R’000)

Sector

Geographical
location

Commercial

Pretoria, Gauteng

44 725

97.71

495 145

Commercial

Pretoria, Gauteng

10 970

103.72

125 317

Commercial

Pretoria, Gauteng

35 742

96.78

372 001

Commercial

Bloemfontein,
Free State

10 609

70.55

52 301

Commercial

Pretoria, Gauteng

37 703

54.83

287 374

The board of Vukile is satisfied that the value of each of the acquisition properties and the Option Property for the
purpose of the transaction is in line with the purchase consideration payable therefore. A valuation of each of the
acquisition properties has been undertaken at the instance of the Vukile board by an independent professional valuer.
9.

SPECIFIC ISSUE OF LINKED UNITS FOR CASH
9.1 In regard to the equity funding platform, the issue of linked units to Encha SPV constitutes a specific issue of
shares for cash under the JSE Listings Requirements, requiring approval of shareholders by way of a 75% majority
of votes cast in favour of such resolution at the general meeting.
9.2
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As required to be disclosed in accordance with the JSE Listings Requirements:
9.2.1 the equity securities which are the subject of the issue for cash pursuant to the terms of the equity
funding platform are, and will be, of a class already in issue;
9.2.2 the Encha SPV is not a non-public shareholder as defined in paragraphs 4.25 to 4.27 of the JSE Listings
Requirements;

9.2.3

9.2.4

9.2.5

9.2.6

9.2.7

the maximum number of Vukile units in respect of which the equity funding platform specific authority
relates will be such number of units for each 1 year period comprising the equity funding platform
commitment period, that equates to the number of Vukile units (valued at a discount of 2.5% to the
30 trading day volume weighted traded price of Vukile units for the period immediately prior to the date
on which the placement is to be effected) having an aggregate placement value of R250 million per year
and R1 billion over the 4 year equity funding platform commitment period;
the maximum number of Vukile units to be issued under the equity funding platform (pursuant to
the authority sought from unitholders) shall be 80 million Vukile units and the maximum placement
value of Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform shall be
R1 billion.
Assuming the entire R1 billion of Vukile units was issued to the Encha SPV under the equity funding
platform on the effective date at current pricing (circa R19.10 per Vukile unit) and that no further Vukile
units were issued to any other parties, the Encha SPV would hold approximately 13% of Vukile’s issued
linked unit capital. Alternatively assuming a reduction in the Vukile share price to R12.50 or below,
which would result in the full 80 million Vukile units potentially being issued to the Encha SPV under
the equity funding platform, Encha SPV’s shareholding in Vukile would be approximately 19%;
the Vukile units to be allotted in terms of the equity funding platform shall be acquired by Encha SPV
at a price which equates to a discount of 2.5% to the 30 trading day volume weighted traded price of
Vukile units for the period immediately prior to the date on which the placement is to be effective;
the issue/s contemplated under the equity funding platform is not to a related party as described in
paragraphs 10.1 to 10.3 of the JSE Listings Requirements and accordingly a statement is not required to
be obtained by the board by an independent expert as contemplated in the JSE Listings Requirements
and included in this circular; and
approval of the specific issue for cash ordinary resolution set out in the notice of general meeting
attached to this circular requires a 75% majority of the votes cast in favour of that resolution by all
equity securities holders present in person or represented by proxy at the general meeting excluding any
parties and their associates participating in the specific issue for cash.

10. FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND ISSUE OF VUKILE UNITS TO AN ENTITY RELATED OR INTERRELATED TO A DIRECTOR
10.1 In terms of section 44 of the Companies Act, the board may authorise the Company to provide financial
assistance by way of a loan, guarantee, the provision of security or otherwise to any person for the purpose of, or
in connection with, the subscription of any option, or any securities, issued or to be issued by the Company or a
related or inter-related company, or for the purchase of any securities of the Company or a related or inter-related
company, subject to:
10.1.1

the particular provision of financial assistance being pursuant to a special resolution of the shareholders
of the Company adopted within the previous two years, which approved such assistance either for the
specific recipient, or generally for a category of potential recipients, and the specific recipient falls within
that category; and

10.1.2

the board of Vukile may not authorise any such financial assistance unless it is satisfied that:
10.1.2.1 immediately after providing the financial assistance, the Company would satisfy the solvency
and liquidity test; and
10.2.1.2 the terms under which the financial assistance is proposed to be given are fair and reasonable
to the Company.

10.2 Furthermore, in terms of section 45 of the Companies Act, the board may authorise the Company to provide
direct or indirect financial assistance to a director of the Company or of a related or inter-related company,
or to a related or inter-related company or corporation, or to a member of a related or inter-related corporation,
or to a person related to any such company, corporation, director, prescribed officer or member, subject to:
10.2.1 the particular provision of financial assistance being pursuant to a special resolution of the shareholders
of the Company adopted within the previous two years, which approved such assistance either for the
specific recipient, or generally for a category of potential recipients, and the specific recipient falls within
that category; and
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10.2.2 the board of Vukile may not authorise any such financial assistance unless it is satisfied that:
10.2.2.1 immediately after providing the financial assistance, the Company would satisfy the solvency
and liquidity test; and
10.2.2.2 the terms under which the financial assistance is proposed to be given are fair and reasonable
to the Company.
10.3 In terms of the equity funding platform, to the extent that the acquisition of Vukile units by Encha SPV
cannot be funded by Encha SPV utilising its senior debt capacity and/or its own resources, Vukile shall, subject
to its lending covenants, advance loans to Encha SPV from time to time to enable Encha SPV to discharge
the acquisition cost of the additional Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV on the terms set out in
paragraph 6.5.
10.4 Approval authorising such financial assistance is set out in special resolution 2 contained in the notice of general
meeting attached to this circular which resolution requires approval of 75% majority of the votes cast in favour
of such resolution by all shareholders present in person or represented by proxy at the general meeting. It is
noted that the Vukile board may not authorise any such financial assistance unless it is satisfied that the terms
under which the financial assistance is proposed to be given and as is set out in paragraph 6.5.11 above are fair
and reasonable to Vukile. Additionally, the board will satisfy itself that immediately after providing any such
financial assistance, the Company will satisfy the solvency and liquidity test as set out in the Companies Act.
10.5 The board has ensured that any conditions or restrictions in respect of the granting of financial assistance set out
in the Company’s memorandum of incorporation have been satisfied.
10.6 In terms of section 41(1) of the Companies Act, the board may authorise the Company to issue shares (linked to
debentures as Vukile units) to a:
10.6.1 director or future director of the Company;
10.6.2 person related or inter-related to a director of the Company, and
subject to approval by special resolution of the shareholders of the Company.
10.7 Dr Sedise Moseneke, who is to be appointed as an executive director to the board of directors of Vukile pursuant
to the terms of the acquisition agreement, beneficially holds approximately 16% of the issued share capital of
Encha SPV. Accordingly the Encha SPV is a person related or inter-related to Dr Sedise Moseneke as contemplated
under section 41(1) of the Companies Act, 2008 and approval by special resolution of the shareholders of the
Company is required in terms of section 41(1) of the Companies Act authorising the Company to issue Vukile
units under the equity funding platform to Encha SPV.
10.8 Approval authorising the issue of Vukile units under the equity funding platform to the Encha SPV (being
a person related or inter-related to Dr Sedise Moseneke, a future director of Vukile) is set out in special
resolution 1 contained in the notice of general meeting attached to this circular which resolution requires
approval of 75% majority of the votes cast in favour of such resolution by all shareholders present in person
or represented by proxy at the general meeting.
11. FINANCIAL EFFECTS
11.1 The unaudited pro forma financial effects of the transaction on Vukile’s net asset value and net tangible asset
value per linked unit, as at 31 March 2013 are set out below.
11.2 The unaudited pro forma financial effects are the responsibility of the directors of Vukile and have been prepared
for illustrative purposes only, to provide information on how the transaction may have impacted on the historical
financial results of Vukile for the year ended 31 March 2013.
11.3 The pro forma consolidated statement of financial position of Vukile as at 31 March 2013 and the explanatory
notes thereto are set out in Annexure 4 to this circular and should be read in conjunction with the independent
reporting accountants’ report thereon contained in Annexure 5.
11.4 Due to its nature, the pro forma financial information (collectively, the pro forma financial effects and the
pro forma consolidated statement of financial position) may not give a fair reflection of Vukile’s financial position,
changes in equity, results of operations and cash flows subsequent to the transaction.
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11.5 The table below reflects the unaudited pro forma financial effects of the transaction on a Vukile unitholder:

After
As at
acquisition
31 March of acquisition
2013
properties
Net asset value per linked unit (R)
Net tangible asset value per linked
unit (R)
Net asset value per linked unit
excluding deferred tax (R)
Net tangible asset value per linked
unit excluding deferred tax (R)

% change

After
acquisition
of Pretoria
Momentum

After equity
funding
platform
specific
issue for
% change
cash

% change

13.69

13.78

0.7%

13.85

0.5%

14.37

3.7%

13.19

13.31

0.9%

13.40

0.7%

13.96

4.2%

13.71

13.79

0.6%

13.86

0.5%

14.38

3.7%

13.20

13.33

1.0%

13.41

0.6%

13.97

4.2%

Notes and assumptions:
–

The amounts set out in the “As at 31 March 2013” column have been extracted, without adjustment, from the audited results of Vukile
for the year ended 31 March 2013.

–

The adjustments reflect the impact on the historical financial position of Vukile as at 31 March 2013 assuming that the transaction
was implemented on 31 March 2013.

–

The pro forma financial effects of the acquisition on Vukile’s earnings and headline earnings per linked unit have not been disclosed as
Vukile has published a distribution forecast of (i) the acquisition properties and (ii) the acquisition properties and the Option Property
as set out in Annexure 6 which should be read together with the reporting accountants report thereon set out in Annexure 7.

–

The pro forma financial effects of the specific issue of units for cash under the equity funding platform on Vukile’s earnings and
headline earnings per linked unit have not been disclosed as Vukile has received a dispensation from showing the pro forma statement
of comprehensive income and effects of such specific issue of units for cash in terms of paragraph 11.13 (note 2) of the JSE Listings
Requirements.

12. LINKED UNIT CAPITAL
12.1 The authorised and issued linked unit capital of Vukile is set out below:
R’000
Authorised
800 000 000 ordinary linked units of R0.01 each

8 000

Issued
451 553 040 ordinary shares of R0.01 each
Share premium

4 516
59 189

Debenture capital
Issued
451 553 040 debentures of R4.90 each
Debenture premium

2 212 610
1 434 426

Total issued

3 710 741

12.2 Set out in the table below is a summary of issues of securities in the previous three years:
Subscription date

Description

16 May 2013
19 December 2012
19 April 2012
3 September 2010
4 January 2010

General issue for cash
General issue for cash
Vendor placement
Vendor placement
Vendor placement

Linked units
allotted
20 512 821
20 525 000
59 500 000
18 994 341
36 470 000

Reasons for issue
Reduce debt and fund acquisitions
Acquisition of East Rand Mall
Acquisition of 20 properties from Sanlam
Acquisition of properties from Sanlam
Acquisition of asset management business
from Sanlam Properties
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13. DIRECTORS
13.1 Directors details
The details of the directors are set out in Annexure 1 to this circular. All directors are South African citizens.
13.2 Directors’ interest in transactions
None of the directors of Vukile, have any material beneficial interests, whether direct or indirect, in any
transactions that have been effected by the Group during the current or preceding financial year, or during an
earlier financial year that remain, in any respect, outstanding or unperformed.
In all the circumstances where Vukile transacted with Sanlam Limited and/or any of its subsidiaries (“Sanlam
Group”) in the current or preceding year Messrs Botha and Cook, who serve as directors within the Sanlam
Group, disclosed their conflict of interest to the Board, and did not participate in the decision-making of the
relevant transactions.
The transaction will not result in any changes to the remuneration of the directors.
13.3 Directors’ beneficial interests in securities
The beneficial interests in linked units held by all directors and associates of Vukile as at the last practicable date
is set out below:
Name
Executive
LG Rapp (CEO)
MJ Potts (FD)
HC Lopion
Non-executive
AD Botha
SF Booysen
PJ Cook
JM Hlongwane
PS Moyanga
NG Payne
HM Serebro
SEN Sebotsa
Total

Direct
beneficial

Indirect
beneficial

–
526 156
27 835

205 500

–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
–

20 000
–

0.00005
–

553 991

225 500

0.00181

%
0.00048
0.00122
0.00006

13.4 Movement of directors’ interests in linked units
The movement of directors’ and associates’ interests in linked units from the beginning of the previous financial
year (being 1 April 2012) to the last practicable date is set out below:
Held at
1 April 2012

Acquired
during the
period

20 000
–

–
–

–

20 000

20 000

–

–

20 000

Executive directors
LG Rapp
MJ Potts
HC Lopion

196 400
324 754
18 783

9 100
335 670
15 087

–
(134 268)
(6 035)

205 500
526 156
27 835

Total

539 937

359 587

(140 303)

759 491

Linked units
Non-executive directors
HM Serebro
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Disposed
Held at the
of during last practicable
the period
date

13.5 Directors’ beneficial interests under the current long-term incentive scheme
The following table sets out directors’ interests in linked units through the long-term share based incentive
scheme as at the last practicable date:
Vukile units

MJ Potts

HC Lopion

LG Rapp

Balance at 1 April 2012
Vested during the year
Allocated during the year
Distributions reinvested during the year – March
Distributions reinvested during the year – September

440 571
(335 670)
130 342
19 767
8 251

–
122 845
(15 087)
90 745
5 927
6 614

–
480 903
–
140 345
21 576
20 798

Balance as last practicable date

263 261

211 044

663 622

14. MAJOR LINKED UNITHOLDERS
Insofar as is known to Vukile, the major linked unitholders of Vukile that beneficially hold, directly or indirectly, 5%
or more of the issued linked unit capital of Vukile as at the last practicable date are set out below:
Direct
beneficial

Indirect
beneficial

%

Public Investment Corporation
Stanlib Asset Management
Investec Asset Management
Prudential Portfolio Management
Sanlam Investment Management
Old Mutual Investment Group

–
–
–
–
–
–

86 412 432
55 108 110
35 309 169
24 152 409
23 663 833
22 410 478

20.05
12.78
8.19
5.60
5.49
5.20

Total

–

247 056 431

57.31%

Name of the linked unitholder

15. MATERIAL CHANGES
There have been no material changes in the financial or trading position of the Group since the publication of Vukile’s
annual financial results for the year ended 31 March 2013.
16. LINKED UNIT PRICE HISTORY
The price history of Vukile’s linked units is summarised in Annexure 2.
17. LITIGATION STATEMENT
As at the last practicable date, the Group is not involved in any material litigation or arbitration proceedings, nor are
the directors aware of any material proceedings which are pending or threatened, which may have or have had, in the
12-month period preceding the date of this circular, a material effect on the Group’s financial position.
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18. EXPENSES
The expenses relating to the transaction, before VAT, are set out below:
R
Quadrant Properties – independent valuations
Cliffe Dekker Hofmeyr – Conveyancer
Bowman Gilfillan – due diligence
JHI and Broll – due diligence
Cliffe Dekker – Competition Commission filing
Competition Authorities – Competition
Bowman Gilfillan – legal fees
Ince – press announcements
Ince – printing circular
Link Market Services
Grant Thornton – independent reporting accountants
JSE documentation fee and listing fee
Java Capital – corporate advisor and sponsor fees
Sundry
Total

95 000
800 000
195 000
571 000
70 000
350 000
560 000
100 000
200 000
10 000
90 000
135 000
7 000 000
15 000
10 191 000

19. GENERAL MEETING
19.1 A general meeting of Vukile shareholders and Vukile debenture holders will be held at 11:00 on 5 July 2013 at
the registered offices of Vukile (One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196)
for Vukile shareholders to consider and, if deemed fit, pass with or without modification the resolutions set out
in the notice of general meeting attached to this circular.
19.2 Details of the action required by Vukile unitholders are set out on page 2 of this circular.
20. OPINION OF THE BOARD
The board is of the opinion that the approval of the transaction is in the best interests of the Company.
21. DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
The directors, whose names are given on page 8 of this circular, collectively and individually, accept full responsibility
for the accuracy of the information given and certify that to the best of their knowledge and belief, there are no facts
that have been omitted which would make any statement false or misleading, and that all reasonable enquiries to
ascertain such facts have been made and that the circular contains all information required by law and the JSE Listings
Requirements.
22. CONSENTS
Each of Java Capital Proprietary Limited, Java Capital Trustees and Sponsors Proprietary Limited, Bowman Gilfillan
Inc and Grant Thornton South Africa have consented in writing to act in the capacities stated and to their names
appearing in this circular and have not withdrawn their consent prior to the publication of this circular.
23. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION
23.1 The documents listed below will be available for inspection during normal office hours on business days from
the date of this circular until 20 June 2013 at the registered office of Vukile at One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove
Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196.
23.2 The documents available for inspection are as follows:
23.2.1 the Memorandum of Incorporation of the Company and its subsidiaries;
23.2.2 the debenture trust deed in respect of the Vukile debentures;
23.2.3 the execution version of the asset management agreement;
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23.2.4
23.2.5
23.2.6
23.2.7
23.2.8
23.2.9

the property management agreement;
the acquisition agreement;
Dr Sedise Moseneke’s employment contract;
consent letters referred to in paragraph 22;
the audited financial statements for Vukile for the years ended 31 March 2013, 2012 and 2011; and
a signed copy of this circular.

This circular was signed in Johannesburg on behalf of all the directors in terms of powers of attorney granted on or about
28 May 2013.
By order of the board
Laurence Gary Rapp
Chief Executive Officer

Michael John Potts
Financial Director

28 May 2013
Registered address
Vukile Property Fund Limited
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196
(PO Box 2234, Parklands, 2121)
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Annexure 1

INFORMATION ON THE DIRECTORS
EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Laurence Gary Rapp (42)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Chief Executive Officer
BCom (Hons) (cum laude), Wharton Executive Program
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196

Laurence has extensive experience in the financial services environment, spanning investment banking, private equity, retail
banking and insurance and asset management. For the past nine years, he was a director of Standard Bank, most recently
as the head of the Insurance and Asset Management division and, prior to that, in charge of the Strategic Investments and
Alliances division. Laurence assumed the role of Chief Executive Officer of Vukile on 1 August 2011.
Michael John Potts (58)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Financial Director
CA(SA), HDip Tax Law (Wits)
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196

Michael was a founding director of Vukile and previously an independent adviser to the Bridge Capital group on property
transactions, property portfolio assembly, financial structuring and capital raising. Prior to that, he was managing and
financial director of the South African group that forms part of the UK-based Hanover Acceptances group and was involved
in the restructuring of the South African group and the introduction of effective management reporting systems and strategic
planning methodologies. Michael was also a non-executive director of Hanover Acceptances Limited (United Kingdom) and
Outspan International Limited for six and seven years, respectively.
Hermina Christina (Ina) Lopion (53)
Position:
Executive Director
Qualification:
BSc, University of Stellenbosch
Business address:
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196
Ina has 20 years’ property experience and six years’ life insurance experience within the Sanlam group. She is responsible for
asset management of the Sanlam investment property portfolio and the Vukile Group property portfolio.
NON-EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
Anton Dirk Botha (59)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Chairman
BCom, BProc, BCom (Hons), Stanford Executive Program
Imalivest Proprietary Limited, 17 Termo Avenue, Techno Park, Stellenbosch, 7600

Anton is a director and co-owner of Imalivest, an investment group. He also serves as a non-executive director on the boards
of University of Pretoria, JSE Limited, Sanlam Limited and certain Sanlam subsidiaries and African Rainbow Minerals
Limited. Mr Botha made his career in investments. As Chief Executive he lead the team that built Gensec Limited into
a leading South African investment banking group.
Peter John Cook (66)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Non-executive Director
BSc Eng (Wits), MBA (Wharton)
3A Summit Road, Dunkeld West, Johannesburg, 2196

Peter retired as an executive director of Sanlam’s financial engineering subsidiary Sanlam Capital Markets (“SCM”) in 2005.
He continues to serve on the board and board committees of SCM and other Sanlam subsidiaries. Peter was the deputy
chief executive of Gensec Bank (now SCM) from 2001 to 2004 and the executive director responsible for finance, risk
management and other support functions of investment banking group Genbel Securities from 1997 to 2000. From 1993 to
1997, Peter was the finance and administration director of the oil company, Engen. Prior to 1993 he held various executive
financial and investment positions in the mining finance house, Gencor.
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Jonathan Mlungisi Hlongwane (49)
Position:
Non-executive Director
Business address:
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196
Mlungisi is a director and shareholder of Isolenu Group Holdings, which owns a commercial property portfolio across the
country, both in the unlisted and listed sectors. He has been involved in civic and community movements since 1979 and
is the past national president of the South African National Civic Organisation (SANCO).
Peter Sipho Moyanga (48)
Position:
Business address:

Non-executive Director
7 Roxley Road, Selbourne Park, Springs, 1559

Peter is a well-recognised expert in the field of franchising, property and business development. He was employed by
McDonalds Corporation in 1995 where his initial function was as a senior property network developer responsible for
strategic physical brand positioning. In 1999, Peter was appointed franchising manager for McDonalds (South Africa)
Proprietary Limited and later in 2001 he was promoted to multi -department head, responsible for field service, information
and technology department, operations development and franchising.
Mervyn Hymie Serebro (66)
Position:
Business address:

Non-executive Director
Vusani Property Investments Proprietary Limited, 1st Floor, 158 Jan Smuts Avenue,
Rosebank, 2196

Mervyn is the former Chief Executive Officer of Vusani Property Investments and spent 32 years with the OK Bazaars group
within which he held a number of key positions and directorships, including that of group managing director. Mervyn was
integrally involved in the establishment of a South African Bone Marrow Registry after the untimely death of his son Darren
of leukemia. He is also the vice chairman of Reach for a Dream.
Nigel George Payne (52)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Non-executive Director
BCom (Hons), CA(SA), MBL
17 Westbrooke Drive, Sandton

Nigel is a Chartered Accountant, having obtained his BComm and Higher Diploma in Accounting from Rhodes University.
He further holds a Masters in Business Leadership degree from the University of South Africa and is a Certified Internal
Auditor. He has previously served as partner at KPMG and Head of Internal Audit at Transnet. Nigel is a member of the
King Committee on Corporate Governance and also serves on the boards of Bidvest Group Limited, JSE Limited, BSi Steel
Group Limited and Mr Price Group Limited, where he holds the position of Chairman.
Stefanes Francois Booysen (49)
Position:
Qualifications:
Business address:

Non-executive Director
DCom, CA(SA)
17 Pencarron Street, Cornwall Hill, Irene

Steve is the former Group Chief Executive Officer of Absa Group Limited. Steve also serves on the boards of Steinhoff
International Holdings Limited, Clover Industries Limited, Efficient Financial Holdings Limited and Senwes Limited.
Sonja Emilia Ncumisa Sebotsa (41)
Position:
Non-executive Director
Qualifications:
LLB (Hons), MA, Harvard Executive Program
Business address:
Turner & Townsend House, 21 Fricker Road, Illovo, 2196
Ms Sebotsa has extensive experience in the investment banking industry, is co-founder of Identity Capital Partners and
was previously a vice president in the investment banking division of Deutsche Bank and an executive director of Women’s
Development Bank Investment Holdings. Sonja holds an LLB (Hons) from the London School of Economics; a MA in
Economics and Business from McGill University and has completed the Harvard Executive Program. She is also a Young
Global Leader of the World Economic Forum.
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Annexure 2

VUKILE UNIT PRICE HISTORY

High
(cents)

Low
(cents)

Close
(cents)

2010
June
September
December

1 300
1 400
1 540

1 150
1 222
1 371

1 240
1 400
1 460

21 821 006
16 268 672
16 632 436

261 766 456
214 527 633
240 914 807

2011
March
June
September
December

1 500
1 509
1 581
1 530

1 300
1 381
1 355
1 400

1 423
1 420
1 435
1 465

12 011 561
33 253 774
42 222 950
149 880 120

166 973 946
476 327 113
596 852 990
2 149 921 804

2012
March

1 613

1 440

1 527

60 996 383

913 193 875

2012
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

1 592
1 690
1 751
1 989
1 991
1 990
1 875
1 827
1 816

1 459
1 552
1 600
1 686
1 850
1 760
1 701
1 701
1 690

1 555
1 610
1 700
1 875
1 961
1 799
1 705
1 812
1 727

18 669 297
22 682 504
12 455 438
23 467 525
9 352 767
6 531 131
21 089 600
8 432 070
7 096 160

281 996 276
361 385 844
202 735 735
412 014 783
177 455 710
121 309 667
374 893 699
147 722 484
123 448 266

2013
January
February
March

1 771
1 850
1 932

1 670
1 680
1 768

1 699
1 794
1 898

8 103 995
5 920 575
14 186 870

139 736 813
104 235 379
259 527 841

1 898
1 921
1 896
1 901
1 902
1 906
1 924
1 927
1 980
1 950
1 959
1 947
1 942
1 944
1 959

1 878
1 870
1 870
1 864
1 870
1 870
1 888
1 912
1 926
1 903
1 929
1 933
1 926
1 935
1 944

1 898
1 890
1 870
1 870
1 872
1 880
1 912
1 920
1 951
1 935
1 939
1 935
1 940
1 940
1 948

56 116
148 461
707 279
564 442
385 128
619 812
244 175
172 575
436 209
118 826
1 645 974
36 775
34 388
69 775
561 502

1 063 531
2 813 568
13 400 199
10 570 903
7 215 539
11 653 600
4 667 616
3 313 236
8 509 717
2 306 738
31 920 740
713 659
666 024
1 352 966
10 946 483

Period

Volume

Value
(R)

Quarterly

Monthly

Daily
2013
2 April
3 April
4 April
5 April
8 April
9 April
10 April
11 April
12 April
15 April
16 April
17 April
18 April
19 April
22 April
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Period

High
(cents)

Low
(cents)

Close
(cents)

23 April
24 April
25 April
26 April
29 April
30 April
1 May
2 May
6 May
7 May
8 May
9 May
10 May
13 May
14 May
15 May
16 May
17 May
20 May
21 May
22 May
23 May
24 May
27 May

1 960
1 953
2 075
2 002
1 990
1 990
2 048
2 044
2 020
2 020
1 999
2 005
1 980
1 987
1 999
1 983
2 000
1 995
1 995
2 009
1 990
1 914
1 913
1 932

1 945
1 945
1 943
1 970
1 969
1 970
1 965
1 990
2 000
1 941
1 970
1 964
1 943
1 966
1 977
1 966
1 952
1 980
1 983
1 984
1 900
1 890
1 886
1 850

1 947
1 950
1 969
1 989
1 980
1 974
2 048
2 020
2 020
1 988
1 988
1 990
1 964
1 987
1 995
1 974
2 000
1 995
1 995
1 984
1 914
1 898
1 895
1 850

Volume
1 383 884
68 766
2 290 507
667 355
136 787
333 339
361 573
741 183
604 023
248 503
693 798
309 732
589 278
295 952
290 841
153 736
761 789
140 148
1 536 234
2 581 450
506 510
309 828
1 056 804
492 276

Value
(R)
27 020 884
1 340 727
45 467 745
13 278 104
2 704 688
6 590 175
7 133 766
14 832 469
12 193 070
4 952 420
13 793 535
6 165 780
11 524 830
5 858 526
5 790 363
3 035 134
15 077 199
2 776 974
30 639 681
51 452 369
9 877 359
5 881 712
20 166 216
9 186 542
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Annexure 3

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
Vukile, incorporated under the provisions of the Companies Act, maintains a primary listing of its linked units on the JSE
and a secondary listing on the NSX. The board considers corporate governance a priority and the application of sound
corporate governance structures, policies and practices as paramount to the success of a sustainable business for the benefit
of all Vukile stakeholders.
King III
The board is committed to complying with the Code of Governance Principles as set out in King III. The board further
aims to apply the best practice recommendations, as set out in the King Report, in a manner that reflects the stature, market
position and size of the Company.
The board
The board is collectively responsible to the Group’s stakeholders for the long-term success of the Group and for the overall
strategic direction and control of the Group. The board exercises this control through the governance framework of the
Group which includes detailed reporting to the board and its committees, a system of internal controls and has approved
a delegation of authority through an approval framework. The board discharges its responsibilities as contained within its
charter. The board charter can be viewed at www.vukile.co.za/governance/boardcharter.
Composition and appointment of directors
Directors are appointed by the board, after review and nomination by the nominations committee. All nominated candidates
are subject to an interview by the full board.
The board consists of 11 directors:
Chairman
AD (Anton) Botha
Executive directors
LG (Laurence) Rapp (Chief Executive Officer)
MJ (Michael) Potts (Financial Director)
HC (Ina) Lopion (Executive Director: Asset Management)
Independent non-executive directors
SF (Steve) Booysen
PJ (Peter) Cook
JM (Mlungisi) Hlongwane
PS (Peter) Moyanga
NG (Nigel) Payne
HM (Mervyn) Serebro
S (Sonja) Sebotsa
Chairman and lead independent director
The roles of the chairman and Chief Executive Officer are separate and the office of the chairman is occupied by an
independent non-executive director.
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Board evaluation
The board assesses its performance and that of its individual directors, as well as their independence, on an ongoing basis.
During April 2013 the Company secretary facilitated a self-assessment of the board and committee evaluation, under
supervision of the chairman of the board. Matters considered in the evaluation focused on the effectiveness of the board and
its committees, including:
• composition;
• performance;
• role of the Chairman;
• appropriateness of the board charter and committee terms of reference;
• communication and interpersonal relationships; and
• board dynamics and leadership.
Dealing in Group securities
Directors, executives and senior employees are prohibited from dealing in Vukile’s securities during certain prescribed
restricted periods. A formal securities dealings policy has been developed to ensure directors’ and employees’ compliance
with the JSE Listings Requirements and the insider trading legislation in terms of the Securities Services Act.
Directors’ declarations and conflict of interests
Directors’ declarations of interests are tabled and circulated at every board meeting. All directors are encouraged to assess
any potential conflict of interest and to bring such circumstances to the attention of the chairman.
Company secretary
Mr Johann Neethling is the Company secretary. He is suitably qualified and has access to Vukile’s secretarial resources. The
Company secretary is responsible for the duties set out in section 88 of the Companies Act, 2008 and for ensuring compliance
with the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited. Director induction and training are part of the Company secretary’s
responsibilities. He is responsible to the board for ensuring the proper administration of board proceedings, including the
preparation and circulation of board papers, drafting annual work plans, ensuring that feedback is provided to the board and
board committees and preparing and circulating minutes of board and board committee meetings. He provides practical
support and guidance to the board and directors on governance and regulatory compliance matters.
Board committees
Audit and Risk Committee
Current members:
NG Payne (Chairman)
SF Booysen
PJ Cook
PS Moyanga
Internal control
It is the board’s responsibility to oversee the Group’s system of internal control and to keep its effectiveness under review.
The system is designed to provide reasonable assurance against material misstatement and loss. The system of internal
financial control is designed to provide assurances on the maintenance of proper accounting records and the reliability of
financial information used within the business and for publication. The internal control system includes a reasonable division
of responsibility and the implementation of policies and procedures which are communicated throughout the Group.
External audit
Grant Thornton is the external auditor of Vukile and its subsidiaries, including the Namibian subsidiaries. The independence
of the external auditor is recognised, and annually reviewed, by the Audit and Risk Committee with the auditors. The
external auditors attend all Audit and Risk Committee meetings and have unrestricted access to the Chairman of the Audit
and Risk Committee.
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Delegated duties
The Audit and Risk Committee also performs the following duties:
• oversight over the risk management and internal auditing functions;
• review and approve the key risks facing the group;
• assist the board in its review of the group’s risk management and compliance polices; and
• review the expertise and experience of the Financial Director, and the finance function.
Property and Investment Committee
Current members:
• HM Serebro (Chairman)
• JM Hlongwane
• HC Lopion
• PS Moyanga
• NG Payne
• LG Rapp
The Property and Investment Committee is an important element of the board’s system to implement its winnowing strategy
through acquisitions, redevelopment and refurbishments. The Committee comprises two executive directors and four nonexecutive directors, of which all of whom are independent. The Committee’s terms of reference can be viewed at www.vukile.
co.za/governance/termsofreference/investmentcommittee.
Social, Ethics and Human Resources Committee
Current members:
• PJ Cook (Chairman)
• AD Botha
• SF Booysen
• JM Hlongwane
All the members of the Committee are independent non-executive directors. In line with the recommendations of King III,
the Chief Executive Officer and executives responsible for remuneration matters attend the meetings of the Committee on
invitation, but may not vote and are requested to leave the meeting before any decisions relating to them are made. The
Committee’s terms of reference can be viewed at www.vukile.co.za/governance/termsofreference/hr&nominationscommittee.
Nominations Committee
Current members:
• AD Botha (Chairman)
• SF Booysen
• PJ Cook
• JM Hlongwane
In line with amended JSE Listings Requirements, the Committee is chaired by the chairman of the board. The Committee’s
terms of reference can be viewed at www.vukile.co.za/governance/termsofreference/hr&nominationscommittee.
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Annexure 4

PRO FORMA FINANCIAL INFORMATION
The unaudited pro forma consolidated statement of financial position is the responsibility of the directors of Vukile and has
been prepared for illustrative purposes only, in order to provide information about the financial position of Vukile, assuming
the transaction had been implemented on 31 March 2013. Due to its nature, the pro forma financial information may not
give a fair reflection of Vukile’s financial position subsequent to the transaction. The independent reporting accountants’
report on the pro forma financial information of the transaction is set out in Annexure 5.
Pro forma financial information relating to the acquisition and specific issue of linked units for cash under the equity funding
platform:
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32

Total assets

9 445 172

323 202

84 360
1 267 304

Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

Investment properties held for sale

1 351 664

152 965
148 411
138 385
5 129
19 417
1 152
63 602

Intangible asset
Straight-line rental income asset
Deferred capital expenditure
Furniture, fittings and computer equipment
Available-for-sale financial asset
Financial asset at amortised cost
Goodwill

Current assets

529 061

7 389 656
(148 411)

Investment properties
Straight-line rental income adjustment

Other non-current assets

7 770 306
7 241 245

Non-current assets
Investment properties

ASSETS

952 490

–

952 490 2

952 490
952 490

As at Acquisition of
31 March the acquisition
2013 1
properties
R’000
R’000

10 397 662

323 202

84 360
1 267 304

1 351 664

152 965
148 411
138 385
5 129
19 417
1 152
63 602

529 061

8 342 146
(148 411)

8 722 796
8 193 735

After
R’000

291 600

–

291 600 10

291 600
291 600

Acquisition of
Pretoria
Momentum
building
R’000

10 689 262

323 202

84 360
1 267 304

1 351 664

152 965
148 411
138 385
5 129
19 417
1 152
63 602

529 061

8 633 746
(148 411)

9 014 396
8 485 335

After
R’000

1 000 000

1 000 000

1 000 000

–

–
–

17

Equity funding
platform
specific issue
of units
for cash
R’000

11 689 262

323 202

84 360
2 267 304

2 351 664

152 965
148 411
138 385
5 129
19 417
1 152
63 602

529 061

8 633 746
(148 411)

9 014 396
8 485 335

After
R’000
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5 755 367
3 275 222
2 414 522
59 330
6 293
1 063 618

Non-current liabilities

Linked debentures and premium
Other interest bearing borrowings
Derivative financial instruments
Deferred taxation liabilities

Current liabilities

Number of linked units in issue
NAV per linked unit (R)
TNAV per linked unit (R)
NAV per linked unit (excluding deferred tax) (R)
TNAV per linked unit (excluding deferred tax) (R)

Total equity and liabilities
431 040 219
13.69
13.19
13.71
13.20

9 445 172

228 117
512 936
1 343
321 222

4 310
51 806
2 570 071

Share capital
Share premium
Reserves

Trade and other payables
Short-term borrowings
Current taxation liabilities
Linked unitholders for distribution

2 626 187

Equity and reserves

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

36 534 267 9

952 490

7 550 8

7 550

654 251 6
405 092 7

1 059 343

467 574 486
13.78
13.31
13.79
13.33

10 397 662

235 667
512 936
1 343
321 222

1 071 168

3 929 473
2 819 614
59 330
6 293

6 814 710

4 675
64 793
2 442 316

365
12 987 4
(127 755)5
3

2 511 784

After
R’000

(114 403)

As at Acquisition of
31 March the acquisition
2013 1
properties
R’000
R’000

12 106 642 16

291 600

–

219 257 14
89 643 15

308 900

121
4 353 12
(21 774)13
11

(17 300)

Acquisition of
Pretoria
Momentum
building
R’000

479 681 128
13.85
13.40
13.86
13.41

10 689 262

235 667
512 936
1 343
321 222

1 071 168

4 148 730
2 909 257
59 330
6 293

7 123 610

4 796
69 146
2 420 542

2 494 484

After
R’000

18

52 301 939 21

1 000 000

–

980 000 20

980 000

523
19 477 19

20 000

Equity funding
platform
specific issue
of units
for cash
R’000

531 983 067
14.37
13.96
14.38
13.97

11 689 262

235 667
512 936
1 343
321 222

1 071 168

5 128 730
2 909 257
59 330
6 293

8 103 610

5 319
88 623
2 420 542

2 514 484

After
R’000

Notes and assumptions:
1.

The numbers set out in the “As at 31 March 2013” column have been extracted, without adjustment, from Vukile’s published audited results for the
year ended 31 March 2013.

2. Increase to investment properties as a result of the acquisition of the acquisition properties, valued at Vukile directors’ valuation, inclusive of certain
transaction costs.
3.

The par value of R0.01 each of the shares issued (as linked units) to fund a portion of the purchase price payable for the acquisition properties,
including the cash portion which is to be settled by way of a vendor consideration placement.

4.

The share premium of R0.09 each of the shares issued (as linked units) to fund a portion of the purchase price payable for the acquisition properties,
including the cash portion which is to be settled by way of a vendor consideration placement.

5.

Adjustment to reserves as a result of the difference between the purchase payable for the acquisition properties and the Vukile director’s valuation
of the acquisition properties.

6.

Vukile units issued pursuant to the acquisition of the acquisition properties as Vukile consideration units to the Encha vendors of the acquisition
properties as well as Vukile units issued to third parties as a vendor consideration placement in order to fund the cash portion of the purchase price
payable for the acquisition properties. The Vukile units are assumed to be issued at a price of R18.48, being the 30-day VWAP at 17 May 2013
adjusted for the accrued distribution per Vukile unit at this date less a 2.5% discount.

7.

Long-term borrowings assumed by Vukile from the relevant Encha vendor pursuant to the acquisition of the acquisition properties and in part
discharge of the purchase price payable for the acquisition properties.

8.

Transaction costs to be expensed by Vukile in connection with the transaction.

9.

Vukile units issued pursuant to the acquisition – refer to note 4 above.

10. Increase to investment properties as a result of the acquisition of the Option Property, valued at Vukile directors’ valuation.
11. The par value of R0.01 each of the shares issued (as linked units) to fund a portion of the purchase price payable for the Option Property, including
the cash portion which is to be settled by way of a vendor consideration placement.
12. The share premium of R0.09 each of the shares issued (as linked units) to fund a portion of the purchase price payable for the Option Property,
including the cash portion which is to be settled by way of a vendor consideration placement.
13. Adjustment to reserves as a result of the difference between the purchase payable for the Option Property and the Vukile director’s valuation of the
Option Property.
14. Vukile units issued pursuant to the acquisition of the Option Property as Vukile consideration units to the Encha vendor of the Option Property as
well as Vukile units issued to third parties as a vendor consideration placement in order to fund the cash portion of the purchase price payable for the
Option Property. The Vukile units are assumed to be issued at a price of R18.48, being the 30-day VWAP at 17 May 2013 adjusted for the accrued
distribution per Vukile unit at this date less a 2.5% discount.
15. Long-term borrowings assumed by Vukile from the relevant Encha vendor pursuant to the acquisition of the Option Property and in part discharge
of the purchase price payable for the Option Property.
16. Vukile units issued pursuant to the acquisition of the Option Property – refer to note 14 above.
17. R1 billion cash inflow as a result of the specific issue of Vukile units for cash to the Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform. The Vukile
units are assumed to be issued at a price of R19.12, being the 30-day VWAP at 17 May 2013 less a 2.5% discount.
18. The par value of R0.01 per share issued (issued as Vukile units) pursuant to the specific issue of Vukile units for cash to the Encha SPV in terms
of the equity funding platform.
19. The share premium of the shares issued (as linked units) pursuant to the specific issue of Vukile units for cash to the Encha SPV in terms of the equity
funding platform.
20. The debenture face value and debenture premium portion of the Vukile units issued pursuant to the specific issue of Vukile units for cash to the
Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding platform.
21. Number of Vukile units issued for cash in terms of the equity funding platform.
22. All adjustments, other than transaction costs (refer note 8 above), are assumed to have a continuing effect.
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Annexure 5

INDEPENDENT REPORTING ACCOUNTANTS’ ASSURANCE REPORT ON THE
PRO FORMA INFORMATION OF VUKILE PROPERTY FUND LIMITED
The Directors
Vukile Property Fund Limited
One-on-Ninth
Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street
Melrose Estate
2196
28 May 2013
Dear Sirs
INDEPENDENT REPORTING ACCOUNTANTS’ ASSURANCE REPORT ON THE UNAUDITED PRO FORMA
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AND THE UNAUDITED PRO FORMA FINANCIAL EFFECTS
OF VUKILE PROPERTY FUND LIMITED (“VUKILE”)
Introduction
We have performed our limited assurance engagement in respect of the unaudited pro forma statement of financial position
and the unaudited pro forma financial effects of Vukile set out in paragraph 11 and Annexure 4 to the circular to the
shareholders, to be dated on or about 5 June 2013, issued in connection with the acquisition by Vukile of a portfolio of
properties from Encha Properties Proprietary Limited and/or its subsidiaries (“Encha”) (“the proposed acquisition”).
The unaudited pro forma consolidated statement of financial position and the unaudited pro forma financial effects have been
prepared for illustrative purposes only, to provide information about how the transaction might have affected the reported
historical financial information had the transaction been undertaken on 31 March 2013.
As part of this process, information about the Company’s financial position and financial performance have been extracted
by the directors from the Company’s financial statements for the period ended 31 March 2013.
Directors’ responsibility
The directors of Vukile are solely responsible for the compilation, contents and presentation of the unaudited pro forma
consolidated statement of financial position and the unaudited pro forma financial effects contained in the circular and for
the financial information from which it has been prepared.
Their responsibility includes determining that:
• The unaudited pro forma consolidated statement of financial position and the unaudited pro forma financial effects have
been properly compiled on the basis stated; and
• The basis is consistent with the accounting policies of Vukile and the pro forma adjustments are appropriate for the
purposes of the unaudited pro forma consolidated statement of financial position and the unaudited pro forma financial
effects as disclosed in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements.
Reporting accountants’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion about whether the pro forma financial information has been compiled, in all
material respects, by the directors on the basis specified in the JSE Listings Requirements based on our procedures performed.
We conducted our engagement in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE) 3420,
Assurance Engagements to Report on the Compilation of Pro Forma Financial Information Included in a Prospectus, which is
applicable to an engagement of this nature. This standard requires that we comply with ethical requirements and plan
and perform our procedures to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the pro forma financial information has been
compiled, in all material respects, on the basis specified in the JSE Listings Requirements.
For purposes of this engagement, we are not responsible for updating or reissuing any reports or opinions on any historical
financial information used in compiling the pro forma financial information, nor have we, in the course of this engagement,
performed an audit or review of the financial information used in compiling the pro forma financial information.
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As the purpose of pro forma financial information included in the circular is solely to illustrate the impact of the proposed
acquisition on unadjusted financial information of the entity as if the proposed acquisition had occurred or had been
undertaken at an earlier date selected for purposes of the illustration, we do not provide any assurance that the actual
outcome of the event or transaction at 31 March 2013 would have been as presented.
A reasonable assurance engagement to report on whether the pro forma financial information has been compiled, in all material
respects, on the basis of the applicable criteria involves performing procedures to assess whether the applicable criteria used
in the compilation of the pro forma financial information provides a reasonable basis for presenting the significant effects
directly attributable to the proposed acquisition, and to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence about whether:
• The related pro forma adjustments give appropriate effect to those criteria; and
• The pro forma financial information reflects the proper application of those adjustments to the unadjusted financial
information.
Our procedures selected depend on our judgment, having regard to our understanding of the nature of the Company,
the proposed acquisition in respect of which the pro forma financial information has been compiled, and other relevant
engagement circumstances.
Our engagement also involves evaluating the overall presentation of the pro forma financial information.
We believe that the evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Opinion
In our opinion, the pro forma financial information has been compiled, in all material respects, on the basis of the applicable
criteria specified by Section 8.17 and 8.30 of the JSE Listings Requirements.
Consent
We have given and not withdrawn our written consent to the inclusion of this report in the Circular in the form and context
in which the report appears.
Yours faithfully,
GRANT THORNTON
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered Auditors
Per V R de Villiers
Partner
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
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Annexure 6

FORECAST FOR THE ENCHA ACQUISITIONS
The distributable income forecasts of the acquisition properties and the Option Property have been set out on the following
two scenarios:
– Scenario 1 assumes only the acquisition properties are acquired during the forecast period and with effect from
1 August 2013; and
– Scenario 2 assumes the acquisition properties are acquired with effect from 1 August 2013 and the Option Property
is acquired with effect from 1 November 2013.
Vukile unitholders are advised that such forecasts should be read in conjunction with the reporting accountants’ report
thereon set out in Annexure 7 to this circular.
SCENARIO 1
Forecast for the
eight months
ending
31 March 2014
R’000

Forecast for the
year ending
31 March 2015
R’000

107 215

166 170

78 265
17 829
11 121

126 634
28 520
11 016

Other income

–

–

Total revenue

107 215

166 170

Rates and taxes (5)
Electricity (5)
Other municipal services (5)
Cleaning and security
Insurance
Bad debt (6)
Repairs and maintenance (7)
Asset management fees (8)
Property management fee (9)
Promotional expenses
Letting commission (10)
Sundry

(4 394)
(11 262)
(1 394)
(799)
(818)
–
(2 601)
(3 175)
(2 883)
–
(313)
(972)

(7 333)
(17 906)
(2 326)
(1 281)
(1 324)
–
(4 199)
(4 953)
(4 655)
–
(505)
(1 573)

Forecast net profit from property operations
Finance costs (11)
Amortisation of raising fee
Interest received

78 604
(19 899)
(269)
802

120 115
(29 889)
(403)
1 631

Profit before debenture interest
Debenture interest

59 238
(48 386)

91 454
(80 841)

10 852
1 916

10 613
3 071

REVENUE
Gross property revenue
Rental income
Recoveries
Straight-line rental income accrual

Profit before capital items
Amortisation of debenture premium
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Forecast for the
eight months
ending
31 March 2014
R’000

Forecast for the
year ending
31 March 2015
R’000

12 768
(100 776)

13 684
48 419

(89 655)
(11 121)

59 435
(11 016)

(Loss)/Profit before taxation
Taxation – deferred taxation on straight-lining

(88 008)
–

62 103
–

(Loss)/Profit after taxation

(88 008)

62 103

(88 008)

62 103

48 386
100 776
–
(1 916)

80 841
(48 419)
–
(3 071)

59 238

91 454

Calculation of distributable earnings
Net operating profit
Less:

78 604
(30 218)

120 115
(39 274)

Straight-line rental income accrual
Finance charges

(11 121)
(19 097)

(11 016)
(28 258)

48 386

80 841

Profit before fair value adjustments
Fair value adjustments
Gross change in fair value of investment properties
Straight-line rental income adjustment

Reconciliation of earnings and distributable earnings
Attributable (loss)/profit for the period before debenture interest
Adjusted for:
Debenture interest
Gross change in fair value adjustments
Total tax effect of adjustments
Amortisation of debenture premium
Headline earnings

Distributable earnings attributable to linked unitholders
Notes and assumptions:

This forecast has been prepared under IFRS, using the accounting policies of the issuer in the manner as outlined in the SAICA Revised Guide on Forecasts
issued in September 2005.
The basis of preparation and assumptions included in the compilation of the forecast income statements above are set out below:
1.

Gross income is reflected on an aggregated basis for the acquisition properties.

2. Rental income is calculated on the following bases:
•

Contracted rental income for the 8-months to 31 March 2014 is 88% and for the 12 months to 31 March 2015 is 86% based on existing signed
lease agreements;

•

Uncontracted rental income for the 8 months to 31 March 2014 is 12%; and for the 12 months to 31 March 2015 is 14%; and

•

Leases expiring during the periods have been forecast on a lease-by-lease basis, with particular regard as to the likelihood of existing tenants
renewing their leases. Where appropriate, a vacancy provision has been allowed based on the expected lettability of the particular premises.
Revenues forecast for the period after the expiry of the leases have been included in uncontracted revenue and have been based on current marketrelated rentals. The annual escalations in rental income (including recoveries and other income) are forecast as follows:
– Once-off escalation post expiry of existing lease 6% to 7%;
– Expected escalation rates on new leases 8% to 10%; and
– Operating cost and rates recoveries are based on the existing contracted arrangements.

3.

Income generated from income recoveries is based on the existing contracted arrangements; and consumption based recoveries are based on historical
information escalated in line with expenditure forecasts.

4.

Forecast property operating expenditure has been determined based on the individual property income statements prepared with reference to the
historical expenditure with suitable escalations to take into account increases, where applicable.
There are no expenses for the eight months ending 31 March 2014 that are forecast to change materially (by more than 15%) compared to the actual
and forecast 8-month period ended 31 March 2013.
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5.

The increase in municipal charges and electricity costs is based on the following assumed increases in tariffs:
•

Electricity costs: 8% for March 2014 and 8% for March 2015; and

•

Rates and taxes: 15% for March 2014 and 15% for March 2015.

6.

There are no expected bad debts for the 8-months ending 31 March 2014 and the year ending 31 March 2015.

7.

Repairs and maintenance costs are based on expected requirements in respect of each property and the contractual obligations in terms of leases after
repairs and maintenance approximating R13.2 million have been completed by the Encha property group in rectifying certain maintenance issues
identified during the due diligence exercise.

8.

Property management fees are based on the contract to be entered into with Encha Property Services as the property manager at 3% of gross rentals
and recoveries collected (exclusive of VAT).

9.

Asset management fees are payable to Encha at a rate of 0.5% on the current independent valuations of the acquisition properties.

10. Letting commissions are expensed over the lease period on an average of 33⅓% per annum and are based on the expected letting commission payable
on a property-by-property basis.
11. Finance costs are forecast at an overall effective rate of 7.38% per annum. This rate is based on a current three-year and five-year interest swap rates
of R202.5 million each and assumes bank margins and costs as follows:
•

3-year debt

:

1.67%

•

5-year debt

:

1.90%

12. It is assumed that 100% of profits available for distribution as defined in the Debenture Trust Deed will be distributed.
13. Other key assumptions are:
•

The acquisition of the acquisition properties is assumed to be effective on 1 August 2013; and

•

Fair value adjustments on investment properties have been made assuming an increase in the directors’ valuations over the purchase price of 6.0%
per annum from 1 August 2013 onwards.

14. Based on forecast net profit from property operations, excluding straight-line rental income accrual, for an 8-month period to 31 March 2014 and a
full year to 31 March 2015, assuming a total purchase price for the acquisition properties at 1 August 2013, inclusive of costs and capital expenditure,
of R1.080 billion.
15. Only the increases in electricity and rates and taxes as outlined above are viewed as factors that are exclusively outside the influence of the directors.
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SCENARIO 2
Forecast for the
eight months
ending
31 March 2014
R’000

Forecast for the
year ending
31 March 2015
R’000

126 170

213 624

89 226
25 357
11 587

153 952
47 757
11 915

–

–

126 170

213 624

Rates and taxes
Electricity (5)
Other municipal services (5)
Cleaning and security
Insurance
Bad debt (6)
Repairs and maintenance (7)
Asset management fees (8)
Property management fee (9)
Promotional expenses
Letting commission (10)
Sundry

(5 899)
(16 796)
(1 794)
(1 230)
(1 030)
–
(4 504)
(3 782)
(3 437)
(9)
(356)
(1 070)

(11 349)
(31 986)
(3 394)
(2 389)
(1 870)
–
(9 085)
(6 469)
(6 051)
(23)
(617)
(1 825)

Forecast net profit from property operations
Finance costs
Amortisation of raising fee
Interest received – on earnings

86 263
(24 176)
(326)
810

138 566
(36 313)
(490)
1 859

Profit before debenture interest
Debenture interest

62 571
(51 310)

103 622
(92 197)

11 261
2 285

11 425
4 067

13 546
(111 352)

15 492
65 716

(99 765)
(11 587)

77 631
(11 915)

(Loss)/Profit before taxation
Taxation – deferred taxation on straight-lining

(97 806)
–

81 208
–

(Loss)/Profit after taxation

(97 806)

81 208

REVENUE
Gross property revenue
Rental income
Recoveries
Straight-line rental income accrual
Other income
Total revenue
(5)

Profit before capital items
Amortisation of debenture premium
Profit before fair value adjustments
Fair value adjustments
Gross change in fair value of investment properties
Straight-line rental income adjustment
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Forecast for the
eight months
ending
31 March 2014
R’000

Forecast for the
year ending
31 March 2015
R’000

(97 806)

81 208

51 310
111 352
–
(2 285)

92 197
(65 716)
–
(4 067)

62 571

103 622

Calculation of distributable earnings
Net operating profit
Less:

86 263
(34 953)

138 566
(46 369)

Straight-line rental income accrual
Finance charges

(11 587)
(23 366)

(11 915)
(34 454)

51 310

92 197

Reconciliation of earnings and distributable earnings:

Attributable (loss)/profit for the period before debenture interest
Adjusted for:
Debenture interest
Gross change in fair value adjustments
Total tax effect of adjustments
Amortisation of debenture premium
Headline earnings

Distributable earnings attributable to linked unitholders
Notes and assumptions:

This forecast has been prepared under IFRS, using the accounting policies of the issuer in the manner as outlined in the SAICA Revised Guide on Forecasts
issued in September 2005.
The basis of preparation and assumptions included in the compilation of the forecast income statements above are set out below:
1.

Gross income is reflected on an aggregated basis for the acquisition properties and the Option property.

2. Rental income is calculated on the following bases:
•

Contracted rental income for the 8 months to 31 March 2014 is 94% and for the 12 months to 31 March 2015 is 95% based on existing signed
lease agreements;

•

Uncontracted rental income for the 8 months to 31 March 2014 is 6%; and for the 12 months to 31 March 2015 is 5%; and

•

Leases expiring during the periods have been forecast on a lease-by-lease basis, with particular regard as to the likelihood of existing tenants
renewing their leases. Where appropriate, a vacancy provision has been allowed based on the expected lettability of the particular premises.
Revenues forecast for the period after the expiry of the leases have been included in uncontracted revenue and have been based on current marketrelated rentals. The annual escalations in rental income (including recoveries and other income) are forecast as follows:
– Once-off escalation post expiry of existing lease 6% to 7%;
– Expected escalation rates on new leases 8% to 10%; and
– Operating cost and rates recoveries are based on the existing contracted arrangements.

3.

Income generated from income recoveries is based on the existing contracted arrangements; and consumption based recoveries are based on historical
information escalated in line with expenditure forecasts.

4.

Forecast property operating expenditure has been determined based on the individual property income statements prepared with reference to the
historical expenditure with suitable escalations to take into account increases, where applicable.
There are no expenses for the 8-months ending 31 March 2014 that are forecast to change materially (by more than 15%) compared to the actual and
forecast 8-month period ended 31 March 2013.

5.

The increase in municipal charges and electricity costs is based on the following assumed increases in tariffs:
• Electricity costs: 8% for March 2014 and 8% for March 2015; and
• Rates and taxes: 15% for March 2014 and 15% for March 2015.

6.

There are no expected bad debts for the 8-months ending 31 March 2014 and the year ending 31 March 2015.

7.

Repairs and maintenance costs are based on expected requirements in respect of each property and the contractual obligations in terms of leases after
repairs and maintenance approximating R13.2 million have been completed by the Encha property group in rectifying certain maintenance issues
identified during the due diligence exercise.

8.

Property management fees are based on the contract to be entered into with Encha Property Services as the property manager at 3% of gross rentals
and recoveries collected (exclusive of VAT).

9.

Asset management fees are payable to Encha at a rate of 0.5% on the current independent valuations of the acquisition properties.

10. Letting commissions are expensed over the lease period on an average of 33⅓% per annum and are based on the expected letting commission payable
on a property-by-property basis.
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11. Finance costs are forecast at an overall effective rate of 7.38% per annum. This rate is based on a current three-year and five-year interest swap rates
of R247 million each and assumes bank margins and costs as follows:
•

3-year debt

:

1.67%

•

5-year debt

:

1.90%

12. It is assumed that 100% of profits available for distribution as defined in the Debenture Trust Deed will be distributed.
13. Other key assumptions are:
• The acquisition of the acquisition properties is assumed to be effective on 1 August 2013; and
• Fair value adjustments on investment properties have been made assuming an increase in the directors’ valuations over the purchase price of 6.0%
per annum from 1 August 2013 onwards for the acquisition properties and 1 November 2013 for the Option property.
14. Based on forecast net profit from property operations, excluding straight-line rental income accrual, for an 8-month period to 31 March 2014 and a
full year to 31 March 2015, assuming a total purchase price at 1 August 2013, of the acquisition properties and the Option property inclusive of costs
and capital expenditure, of R1 394 million.
15. Only the increases in electricity and rates and taxes as outlined above are viewed as factors that are exclusively outside the influence of the directors.
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Annexure 7

INDEPENDENT REPORTING ACCOUNTANTS’ ASSURANCE REPORT ON THE
FORECAST FOR THE ENCHA ACQUISITIONS
The Directors
Vukile Property Fund Limited
One-on-Ninth
Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street
Melrose Estate
2196
28 May 2013
Dear Sirs
INDEPENDENT REPORTING ACCOUNTANTS’ REPORT ON THE FORECAST FINANCIAL INFORMATION
OF THE ACQUISITION BY VUKILE PROPERTY FUND LIMITED (“VUKILE”) OF A PORTFOLIO OF
PROPERTIES FROM ENCHA PROPERTIES PROPRIETARY LIMITED AND/OR ITS SUBSIDIARIES
(“ENCHA”) (“THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION”)
We have examined the forecast financial information of the acquisition for the 8-month period ending 31 March 2014 and
the year ending 31 March 2015 set out in Annexure 6 to the circular, to be dated on or about 5 June 2013 (“the forecasts”).
The forecasts incorporate two scenarios:
• Scenario 1 assumes only the acquisition properties are acquired during the forecast period and with effect from
1 August 2013; and
• Scenario 2 assumes the acquisition properties are acquired with effect from 1 August 2013 and the Option Property
is acquired with effect from 1 November 2013.
Directors’ responsibility
The directors of Vukile are solely responsible for the forecasts, including the assumptions set out in Annexure 6 to the
circular, and for the financial information from which the forecasts have been prepared. This responsibility, arising from
compliance with the listings requirements of the JSE Limited, includes determining:
• whether the assumptions, barring unforeseen circumstances, provide a reasonable basis for the preparation of the forecasts;
• whether the forecasts have been properly compiled on the basis stated; and
• whether the forecasts are presented on a basis consistent with the accounting policies of Vukile.
Independent reporting accountants’ responsibility
Our responsibility is to express our limited assurance conclusion on the forecasts prepared for the purpose of complying with
the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited and for inclusion in the circular to Vukile combined unitholders.
We conducted our assurance engagement in accordance with the International Standard on Assurance Engagements
applicable to the Examination of Prospective Financial Information and the SAICA circular entitled The Independent
Reporting Accountants’ Reporting Responsibilities in terms of Section 13 of the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited.
This standard and circular require us to obtain sufficient appropriate evidence as to whether or not:
• management’s best-estimate assumptions on which the forecasts are based are not unreasonable and are consistent with
the purpose of the circular;
• the forecasts are properly prepared on the basis of the assumptions;
• the forecasts are properly presented and all material assumptions are adequately disclosed; and
• the forecasts are prepared and presented on a basis consistent with the accounting policies of Vukile for the period
concerned.
In a limited assurance engagement, the evidence-gathering procedures are more limited than for a reasonable assurance
engagement and, therefore, less assurance is obtained than in a reasonable assurance engagement. We believe our evidence
obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our limited assurance conclusion.
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Sources of information
In arriving at our conclusion, we have relied upon forecast financial information prepared by management of Vukile and
other information from various public, financial and industry sources.
The principal sources of information used in arriving at our conclusion are as follows:
• Discussions with the management of Vukile regarding the forecasts presented.
• Discussions with management of Vukile regarding the prevailing market and economic conditions.
• Discussion with management of Vukile with regard to the forecast expenses.
• Lease agreements for a sample of the properties.
• Valuation reports in respect of the properties.
• The sale and purchase agreement.
• Terms sheets from finance providers detailing the terms of debt provided.
Procedures
In arriving at our conclusion we have performed the following procedures:
Rental income and recoveries
The forecast contracted rental income streams per the forecasts were selected for a sample of properties and agreed to the
underlying lease agreements. The total coverage obtained was in excess of 70% of the forecast contracted rental income.
The rental income streams from the above sample were recalculated to ensure accuracy of the information contained in the
profit forecast. For that same sample of properties, forecast recoveries were compared to historical recoveries and the forecast
operating expenditure for reasonableness.
The terms of the leases were considered so as to ensure that the basis of the recoveries was correct. Existing lease agreements
that will expire during the period under review were discussed individually with management. Unless the existing tenant has
indicated that it intends to vacate the premises, it has been assumed that the existing tenant will renew the lease agreement
and the resultant uncontracted rental income has been included in the forecasts.
Space that is currently empty has been excluded from the forecast, except where the property manager has demonstrated
that the vacant space is in the process of being let but that the lease agreement in that regard had not been signed on the date
of the posting of the circular.
Vacancy levels in the forecast model were compared to the historical vacancy levels for reasonableness.
• Under Scenario 1, the uncontracted rental income comprises 12% of the total forecast revenue in the 8-month period
ending 31 March 2014 and 14% in the year ending 31 March 2015.
• Under Scenario 2, the uncontracted rental income comprises 6% of the total forecast revenue in the 8-month period
ending 31 March 2014 and 5% in the year ending 31 March 2015.
Expenses
Historical expenses were compared to the forecast expenses in respect of the sample of the properties. All variances greater
than 15% were discussed with management and the reasons for the variances were considered. The total expenses tested
amounted to 84% of the total forecast expenses.
The detailed forecast expenditure was reviewed to ensure that all material expenditure items, as required by paragraph
13.14(g) of the Listings Requirements of the JSE Limited, were disclosed. There were no variances of more than 15% between
the historical expenses and forecast expenditure line items.
Portfolio expenses
The forecast interest income, interest expense and other portfolio expenses were assessed for reasonableness and where
applicable, recalculated.
Application of accounting policies
We ascertained that the accounting policies to be applied by Vukile in the future were applied consistently in arriving at
forecast income, and agreed to the disclosed accounting policies and International Financial Reporting Standards (“IFRS”)
for the respective accounting period.
Model review
In order to determine whether the forecast model for the property income and expenses was accurate and reliable,
we performed a high level review to assess the consistency and mathematical accuracy of the model.
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Vacancy profile and lease expiry profile
We reviewed the individual property worksheets to determine whether the vacancy profile and the lease expiry profile
included in the model was derived from the correct sources.
We compared the vacancy profile and lease expiry profile included in paragraph 8 of the circular to the vacancy profile and
lease expiry profile in the model and found them to be in agreement.
Accuracy of the information
We have relied upon and assumed the accuracy and completeness of the information provided to us in writing, or obtained
through discussions from the management of Vukile. While our work has involved an analysis of historical financial
information and consideration of other information provided to us, our assurance engagement does not constitute an
audit or review of historical financial information conducted in accordance with International Standards on Auditing or
International Standards on Review Engagements. Accordingly, we do not express an audit or review opinion thereon and
assume no responsibility and make no representations in respect of the accuracy or completeness of any information provided
to us, in respect of the forecasts and relevant information included in the circular of Vukile.
Conclusion
Based on our examination of the evidence obtained, nothing has come to our attention that causes us to believe that:
• the assumptions, barring unforeseen circumstances, do not provide a reasonable basis for the preparation of the forecasts;
• the forecasts have not been properly compiled on the basis stated;
• the forecasts have not been properly presented and all material assumptions are not adequately disclosed; and
• the forecasts are not presented on a basis consistent with the accounting policies of Vukile for the year ended
31 March 2012.
Actual results are likely to be different from the forecasts, since anticipated events frequently do not occur as expected and
the variation may be material; accordingly, no assurance is expressed regarding the achievability of the forecasts.
Our report and the conclusion contained herein is provided solely for the benefit of the board of directors of Vukile and
existing and prospective combined unitholders of Vukile for the purpose of their consideration of the acquisition. This letter
is not addressed to and may not be relied upon by any third party for any purpose whatsoever.
Yours faithfully,
GRANT THORNTON
Chartered Accountants (SA)
Registered Auditors
Per V R de Villiers
Partner
Chartered Accountant (SA)
Registered Auditor
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Annexure 8

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE EXECUTION VERSION OF THE ASSET MANAGEMENT
AGREEMENT
“4. Appointment and duration
4.1

Vukile hereby, with effect from the commencement date (being the effective date in terms of the acquisition
agreement), appoints the Asset Manager, which hereby accepts such appointment, to render the Asset management
services in accordance with the terms of this Agreement.

4.2

The Asset Manager shall be an independent contractor and not an agent (save to the extent expressly authorised
in terms of this Agreement), employee or partner of Vukile.

4.3

The Asset Manager shall not have the authority to represent Vukile and to contract in the name of and for the
benefit of Vukile, except where such authority is expressly conferred upon it in terms of this Agreement and when
so representing Vukile, the Asset Manager will act in the best interests of Vukile.

4.4

This Agreement shall commence on the commencement date and, subject to the provisions of clause 14,
continue indefinitely unless terminated by either party by giving one year’s written notice, which notice may only
be delivered to the other party on or after the 8th anniversary of the commencement date.”

“5. Duties of the Asset Manager
5.1

The Asset Manager shall perform the Asset management services set out in Annexure A, together with such other
duties as Vukile may reasonably direct and which are services normally expected from property asset managers
from time to time.

5.2

The Asset Manager shall strategically manage the Specified property portfolio (being the Sovereign tenant
portfolio) in an efficient manner, in good faith and diligently in accordance with sound, reasonable and prudent
asset management practices and in keeping with directives issued by Vukile from time to time.”

“7. Remuneration
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7.1

Subject to clause 7.6 below, the remuneration payable by Vukile to the Asset Manager for all Asset management
services rendered by it in terms of this Agreement shall be a monthly fee equivalent to 1/12th of 0.5% of the
gross fair market value (i.e. before debt) of the properties comprising the Specified property portfolio from time
to time.

7.2

The fair market value of the properties comprising the Specified property portfolio shall be afforded values that
are attributable to such properties applying the same valuation criteria and methodology as that applied by Vukile
across the entirety of its portfolio, provided that from the commencement date until the end of the Financial
year in which the commencement date falls, the Acquisition properties shall be afforded the same values as
that attributable to the properties for the purposes of their acquisition by Vukile in terms of the Acquisition
agreement.

7.3

The fair market value of the properties will only be calculated as at 31 March and 30 September of each year and
approved by Vukile’s board of directors. For the other months of the year, the projected market values as at the
applicable date will be used, based on the same assumptions of the previously approved market values.

7.4

In the event of a dispute between Vukile and the Asset Manager as to the fair value of the properties comprising
part of the Specified property portfolio, the Parties will each appoint a professional property valuer accredited by
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (“RICS”) at their expense and the market value to be used in terms
of clause 7.1 will be the average of the market value calculated by Vukile and those of the two professional valuers.

7.5

The fee referred to above shall be payable to the Asset Manager monthly in arrears on the 10th day of each month,
together with the applicable VAT thereon and after receipt of a VAT invoice.

7.6

If the Vukile board designates that one or more of any of the Vukile group’s existing properties which form part
of its portfolio as at the commencement date (and which property/ies is/are fully or predominantly tenanted by a
national and/or provincial government department (an “existing government tenanted property/ies”)) should be
managed by the Asset Manager in terms of this Agreement and, as such, comprise part of the Sovereign tenant
portfolio, then:

7.6.1

subject to clause 7.6.2, such existing government tenanted property/ies shall be managed by the Asset
Manager in terms of this Agreement but shall not be taken into account in determining the asset
management fees payable to the Asset Manager in terms of clause 7.1 above (read together with clause(s)
7.2 and 7.4 above);

7.6.2

if the Asset Manager is successful in assisting the Vukile group in negotiating lease renewals in respect of
the existing government tenanted property/ies (i.e. an extension of lease for a period post their existing
contracted expiry period) and/or otherwise adding demonstrable value to the existing government
tenanted property/ies then, with effect from the date on which such demonstrable value is added by the
Asset Manager to the existing government tenanted property/ies, the Asset Manager shall be entitled to
an asset management fee at the rate of 0.5% per annum (exclusive of VAT) on the agreed incremental
value attributable to the relevant existing government tenanted property/ies. The quantification of the
exponential value so added by the Asset Manager shall be such amount agreed to in writing between
Vukile and the Asset Manager or, failing agreement, the exponential value (and consequential asset
management fees payable in respect of such exponential value) shall be determined and resolved mutatis
mutandis in accordance with the provisions of clause 15 below.”

“12. Option to acquire the asset management business
12.1 Vukile shall be entitled to purchase the business conducted by the Asset Manager by giving 12 twelve months’
written notice to the Asset Manager (the “exercise notice”) which notice may not be given within the first
8 years of the commencement date. In such event a sale of business shall be deemed to have been concluded
on the following terms and conditions:
12.1.1

the acquisition shall be subject to Vukile complying with the requirements of the JSE Listings
Requirements and without derogating from the generality of the aforegoing, that Vukile procure
a fairness opinion from an independent advisor should the JSE rule that the transaction is a related party
transaction and requires a fairness opinion;

12.1.2 the assets shall be delivered to Vukile against payment of the purchase price;
12.1.3 if applicable, Vukile shall bear the costs of any VAT payable in respect of the acquisition of the business;
12.1.4 the business shall be acquired voetstoots with effect from the expiry of the 12 month period (the “effective
date”);
12.1.5

the purchase price of the business shall be the fair market value thereof to be agreed between the Parties
or, failing agreement, to be determined by an independent merchant bank agreed upon between the
Parties or, failing agreement, appointed by the JSE approved sponsors of the Company at the time.
The independent merchant bank in determining fair value may call on all or any of the Parties to make
written representation in regard to the value of the business and furnish any such representation to the
remaining Parties. Whether or not any party makes any representations, the independent merchant
bank shall be entitled to consult with any of the Parties or with any other person. In determining
fair value the independent merchant bank shall act as expert and not as arbitrator. Notwithstanding
anything to the contrary, the fair value shall not be less than the compensation that would be payable
in terms of clause 14.4.

12.2 Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this clause 12, the provisions of this clause 12 shall apply
only if a quorum of directors of Vukile who have no direct or indirect beneficial interest in the Asset Manager
votes in favour of a resolution to invoke the provisions of this clause 12.”
“14. Termination
14.1 Events of default
An event of default shall have occurred if a party:
14.1.1

fails to comply with any provision of this Agreement and if such failure is not rectified within
15 Business days after receipt of a written notice from the other party, provided, however, with respect to
any matter where rectifying such failure reasonably requires more than 15 Business days, the time period
for rectifying shall be extended for up to a total of 30 Business days, provided that the party who failed,
promptly commences to rectify the failure after the effective date of the notice and thereafter pursues
such rectification; or

14.1.2

enters into a compromise or arrangement with its creditors, otherwise than for a reconstruction,
restructuring or amalgamation without insolvency; or
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14.1.3

has a judgement enforced upon or sued out against its property which is not discharged or steps are
not taken to set it aside or the judgement is appealed within 14 Business days and such steps are not
diligently pursued to conclusion; or

14.1.4

ceases or threatens to cease wholly or substantially to carry on its business, otherwise than for
a reconstruction, restructuring or amalgamation, in solvent circumstances; or

14.1.5

is subject to an encumberer taking possession of or a liquidator or trustee is appointed over the whole
or material part of its undertaking, property or assets; or

14.1.6

is subject to an order or passes a resolution for its winding up or placing under judicial management,
whether provisionally or finally and/or is rendered subject to the “business rescue” provisions of Chapter 6
of the Companies Act, other than a winding-up process effected for the purpose of a reconstruction or
amalgamation, in solvent circumstances previously approved by the other party, which approval shall
not be unreasonably withheld.

14.2 Vukile’s right to cancel or terminate
14.2.1 Vukile shall have the right, but not be obliged, to terminate this Agreement with effect from the 1st day
of a calendar month upon at least 30 days’ written notice to the Asset Manager:
14.2.1.1

upon the occurrence of an event of default by the Asset Manager, provided that if the event of
default complained of is the event of default contemplated in clause 14.1.1, Vukile shall only
have the right to cancel if such event of default is material, goes to the root of this Agreement
and cannot be remedied by the payment of monetary compensation; and/or

14.2.1.2

in the event of proven fraud or proven wilful misconduct on the part of the Asset Manager;

14.2.1.3

upon a sale or alienation or other disposition of all or substantially all of Vukile’s Specified
property portfolio to an entity which is not associated with Vukile, subject to the provisions
of clause 14.4 below; and/or

14.2.1.4

if the Asset Manager ceases to be, directly or indirectly, controlled by Black persons as per
clause 20 of the Acquisition agreement.

14.2.2 In the event that the Linked unitholders of Vukile in general meeting pass an ordinary resolution in
terms of which they cancel this Agreement, other than in accordance with the notice provisions of
clause 4.4 above (as they are entitled to do in terms of the Listings Requirements of the JSE), this
Agreement shall terminate on the 30th day from the date of the passing of such resolution, provided that
such cancellation shall be subject to the provisions of clause 14.4 below.
14.3 The Asset Manager’s right to terminate
The Asset Manager shall have the right, but not be obliged, to terminate this Agreement with effect from the
1st day of a calendar month upon at least 30 days’ written notice to Vukile:
14.3.1

upon the occurrence of an event of default by Vukile or in the event of fraud or wilful misconduct on the
part of Vukile, provided that if the event of default complained is the event of default contemplated in
clause 14.1.1, the Asset Manager shall only have the right to terminate if such event of default is material
and goes to the root of the Agreement and cannot or is not remedied by the payment of monetary
compensation; and/or

14.3.2 upon a sale or alienation or other disposition of all or substantially all of the properties by Vukile to an
entity which is not associated with Vukile.
14.4 Consequences of termination
14.4.1
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If Vukile elects to terminate the Agreement: (i) pursuant to an event contemplated in clause 14.2.1.3
in circumstances where the acquirer has not agreed to take over the rights and obligations of Vukile in
respect of the properties sold, alienated or disposed of in terms of this Agreement or (ii) in accordance with
clause 14.2.2 (the “termination event”), Vukile shall pay to the Asset Manager by way of compensation
for the relinquishment of an income-generating asset, the net present value of the specified asset
management fee for the agreed termination period, as determined by the auditors of Vukile at a discount
rate equivalent to 9.5 percent, the yield at which the properties are acquired in terms of the Acquisition
agreement.

14.4.2 For purposes of this clause 14.4:
14.4.2.1

“agreed termination period” means a period of 3 years calculated from the date of
termination, provided that if the right to terminate contemplated in clause 14.4.1 is exercised
within 8 years after the date of signature, the agreed termination period shall, for purposes
of this clause 14.4, be 3 years plus the remaining period of the first 8 years of the Agreement;
and

14.4.2.2

the “specified management fee” means in respect of:
14.4.2.2.1 the first 12 months of the agreed termination period, the monthly asset
management fee paid to the Asset Manager in terms of clause 7.1 (the “actual
management fee”) immediately preceding the termination event multiplied
by 12 and increased by the growth rate;
14.4.2.2.2 the next 12 months of the agreed termination period, an amount equivalent to
the amount calculated in terms of clause 14.4.2.2.1 increased by the growth rate;
14.4.2.2.3 each subsequent 12-month period of the agreed termination period, an amount
equivalent to the amount calculated in respect of the previous 12-month period
increased by the growth rate;

14.4.2.3

“growth rate” means the projected growth in market value of the Acquisition properties
for the next 12-month period.”
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ANNEXURE A – ASSET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
1.

The Asset management services to be rendered by the Asset Manager in respect of the Specified property portfolio
are as follows:
1.1

formalise a strategic plan for the Specified property portfolio and make recommendations regarding portfolio
re-engineering, streamlining and risk balancing within the portfolio;

1.2

scrutinise the maintenance plan prepared by the property manager in relation to each property comprising the
Specified property portfolio and revise the programme and budget in terms of affordability, if the Asset Manager
deems it necessary before the Annual budgeting process;

1.3

perform monthly performance analysis of the property manager in relation to the Specified property portfolio in
terms of performance against budgets and relevant industry benchmarks, with a focus on gross revenue growth,
expense control and management of a comprehensive utility cost programme (i.e. actual recoveries to actual
costs);

1.4

risk and exposure analysis on a semi-annual basis and review of the perceived potential and current risks to which
each property comprising the Specified property portfolio is or might be exposed and to which Vukile is or might
be exposed and reporting thereon;

1.5

determining and revising, at least annually, the business plan for each property comprising the Specified property
portfolio;

1.6

make recommendations regarding improvements to the Specified property portfolio and more specifically
regarding upgrades, renovations, developments, selling of assets and acquisitions on a quarterly basis;

1.7

conducting viability and feasibility studies to appraise upgrades, development and acquisition opportunities
in relation to the Specified property portfolio;

1.8

to supply information required by Vukile for the calculation of property valuations bi-annually in respect of each
property comprising the Specified property portfolio;

1.9

to manage marketing strategy at property management level to include target market identification, compilation
of tenant mix, tenant procurement and selection of objectives;

1.10 to make use of market research and available surveys, together with market intelligence to ensure that the
property managers implement at property level, a relevant marketing strategy for all rentable premises, including
rent reviews with lease renewals;
1.11 managing the appointment process, subject to the approval by Vukile, and assessing the performance of any
property manager to be appointed in relation to the Specified property portfolio against agreed industry
benchmarks. Constant reviewing and advising on any contractual issues relating to the property manager;
1.12 the Asset manager shall prepare and deliver to Vukile prior to the commencement of each financial year a strategic
plan for approval by Vukile. The strategic plan will be reviewed half-yearly and the progress in implementation
shall be reported upon quarterly to Vukile within 30 days after the end of each quarter, unless Vukile agrees
otherwise;
1.13 to implement and maintain such systems and controls as are reasonably necessary to eliminate as far as possible
all fraudulent acts as well as any negligence which might lead to financial loss to Vukile;
1.14 ensure that all services and products required in respect of the Specified property portfolio is done in accordance
with the Vukile approved procurement policy;
1.15 manage the process of risk assessment of tenants, including instructions to PM of taking any legal action when
required;
1.16 monitoring and reporting on changes to regulatory requirements;
1.17 manage the function/process of project quality, cost and time control as well as building inspections;
1.18 zoning and Town Planning controls including apposing or objecting to, on behalf of Vukile, any expropriation,
land or other claim which may affect the Properties;
1.19 retain responsibility for audits and inspections regarding compliance requirements in respect of national building
regulations, including local authority laws and Occupational Health and Safety Act;
1.20 appoint specialists, subject to the approval by Vukile, to raise rates and tax objections on behalf of Vukile;
1.21 ensure that the Vukile group’s requirements as required by regulatory and statutory authorities, are attended to;
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1.22 annually submit to Vukile a business continuity plan (disaster recovery plan) to address all material areas of risk
which could be caused by acts of God, service disruptions, including but not limited to disruptions in the supply
of electricity and/or water, strikes, civil unrest and similar eventualities;
1.23 review the terms of the property management agreement every three years;
1.24 ensure the availability of adequate and experienced personnel to render the Asset management services.
2.

Annual budget
Not later than 60 days before the commencement of each Financial year, the Asset manager shall cause to be prepared
an Annual budget in relation to the Specified property portfolio for submission to Vukile for approval for the next
Financial year. The Asset manager shall cause to be revised the income and expenditure forecasts from time to time as
is or becomes necessary and shall on a monthly basis submit the latest forecasts to Vukile, in such form and containing
such information as may reasonably be required by Vukile, for approval. In addition to the above, the Specified property
portfolio shall be managed in accordance with the Annual budget on a continual basis with projections for the next
Financial year being presented to Vukile in the Annual budget.

3.

Financial reporting
The Asset manager shall manage the budgeted projections in respect of both operating expenditure and operating
income and all other related financial controls and cause to be prepared monthly management accounts, monthly
reports and such other reports as may be reasonably required by Vukile.

4.

Operational responsibilities
The Asset manager shall, inter alia, to the extent required by Vukile and in relation to the Specified property portfolio,
cause to be prepared and/or implemented:

5.

4.1

supply information for the valuations of the Specified property portfolio by an independent valuer as directed
by Vukile, or as required by IFRS;

4.2

a review of municipal valuations in relation to market value, formulating objections and procuring the attendance
by the requisite professionals at any valuation court proceedings as may be required and taking such further
actions as may be required as a result thereof;

4.3

the inspection of the Properties and the improvements thereto at least annually before the budgeting process
in order to formulate recommendation reports on maintenance and refurbishment required;

4.4

all other responsibilities which could ordinarily comprise operational management responsibilities.

Acquisitions, developments and disposals
The Asset manager shall insofar as the approved Vukile strategic plan envisages acquisitions and/or disposals of
properties falling within the Specified property portfolio, endeavour to negotiate and conclude such acquisition and/or
disposals to the maximum advantage of Vukile (subject to the instructions and approval of the Vukile board).

6.

Administration of properties
The Asset manager shall oversee and monitor the activities of the property manager appointed by them and ensure
that the property manager complies with their management and other responsibilities and obligations, including the
functions and duties as set out in Annexure B.

7.

Secretarial and accounting
The Asset manager shall:
7.1

maintain full, accurate and up to date books of account and other records relating to the management of each
property in the Specified property portfolio in such manner and format as may from time to time be acceptable
to Vukile and the auditors of Vukile, such books of account and other records to be available at reasonable times
for inspection, examination, audit and transcription by Vukile;

7.2

provide all required information to the auditors of Vukile for the annual audit;

7.3

attend to the annual audit and preparation of the annual and interim financial statements;
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8.

7.4

procure the preparation and timeous circulation of all reports and other documentation required for board
meetings of Vukile including round robin resolutions;

7.5

procure the preparation and timeous circulation of all agendas, reports, minutes and other documentation
required for meetings between the Asset manager and Vukile as per clause 6.7 of the Agreement and clause 1.12
of this Annexure A;

7.6

procure the preparation and timeous circulation of all agendas, reports, minutes and other documentation
required for meetings between the Asset Manager and the property manager as per clause 6 of this Annexure A.

Limitation of authority
8.1

The Asset Manager shall, for the purposes of giving effect to its obligations in terms of this Agreement, have
such powers and/or authorities as are specified in the Approval Framework attached as Annexure E which will be
reviewed from time to time.

8.2

Save as contemplated in the Approval Framework and/or this Agreement or as may be decided in writing
by Vukile, which decision will not be unreasonably delayed, the Asset manager shall not:

8.3
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8.2.1

encumber any of the assets of Vukile in any manner whatsoever;

8.2.2

sell, alienate or otherwise dispose of any Property or other asset forming part of the property portfolio,
other than or in accordance with or pursuant to an instruction from Vukile;

8.2.3

have authority to bind Vukile as surety, guarantor or indemnitor;

8.2.4

bind Vukile to any agreement, liability or obligation of whatsoever nature, other than lease agreements
in respect of the Properties;

8.2.5

save with regard to the appointment by the Asset manager of the property manager, sub-contract its
responsibilities in terms of this Agreement.

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, Vukile has the right, at any time and from time to
time and in its sole discretion, by notice to the Asset manager, to withdraw, vary or restrict, any authority and/or
power conferred on the Asset manager in terms of the Approval Framework, whether with regard to a particular
matter or Property or generally, provided Vukile shall not have the right to do so, if any such withdrawal,
variation or restriction might impact negatively on the Asset manager’s ability to perform its obligations under
this Agreement and/or to achieve its performance targets provided for in this Agreement.

Annexure 9

SALIENT FEATURES OF THE PROPERTY MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT
“4. APPOINTMENT AS MANAGER AND ADMINISTRATOR
The Asset Manager hereby appoints The Manager as manager and administrator of the Properties upon the terms and
conditions herein contained. The Manager accepts such appointment and hereby warrants that it is a registered estate
agent in terms of the Estate Agents Act and that it is in possession of a valid fidelity certificate. The Manager undertakes
that it shall take all reasonable steps to ensure that it is at all times during the currency of this Agreement in possession
of a valid fidelity fund certificate.”
“5. DURATION
5.1

This Agreement shall be deemed to have commenced on the commencement date and shall, subject to the
provisions of 3.2, 5.2, 18 and 20.2, endure for a period of up to 3 (three) years.

5.2

Notwithstanding the provisions of 5.1, the Asset Manager shall be entitled to cancel this Agreement on not less
than 3 (three) months’ written notice of cancellation to The Manager, if:
5.2.1

The Manager commits any act which would be an act of insolvency within the meaning of section 8
of the Insolvency Act, 1936, had The Manager been a natural person; or

5.2.2

The Manager is placed under business rescue in terms of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, or it makes
application to any other competent authority for any such protection;

5.2.3

The Manager is unable or admits an inability in writing to pay a substantial portion of its debts as and
when the debt falls due; or

5.2.4

any final judgement of a material nature (being any judgement of a material nature in respect of which
all available steps of rescission and/or appeal and/or review have been exhausted) against The Manager
remains unresolved for a period of 30 (thirty) Business days or such longer period that is reasonably
required to resolve such judgement;

5.2.5

On written request by the Asset Manager and within the agreed time frame, The Manager during any
financial year fails to furnish the Asset Manager with an audit report, signed by the external auditors
of The Manager, confirming the continued viability of the business of The Manager;

5.2.6

The Manager is placed under provisional or final liquidation or judicial management;

5.2.7

The Manager enters into a compromise, composition or arrangement (as contemplated in the Insolvency
Act, 24 of 1936, as amended) with its creditors or any class of them without the prior written consent
of the Asset Manager;

5.2.8

The Manager fails during any 1 (one) calendar year to achieve the required cumulative performance level
after a reasonable time to rectify/improve the performance has been allowed in terms of the Performance
measurement schedule annexed hereto marked Appendix 3;

5.2.9

The Manager disposes of the whole or substantially the whole of its business or the whole or greater part
of its assets (both tangible and intangible) without the prior written consent of the Asset Manager, which
consent shall not be unreasonably withheld;

5.2.10 The effective control of The Manager passes to any person other than those exercising effective control
over The Manager at the commencement date without the prior written consent of the Asset Manager,
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld;
5.2.11

The directors and/or the Nominated representatives (as the case may be) of The Manager fail, within
a reasonable period of time, to comment in writing on any issue of a material nature referred to in any
audit report contemplated in 12.3 when requested by the Asset Manager to do so;

5.2.12 Any other event (including by way of example only and without limitation the inability and/or
unwillingness of The Manager to perform any function or service which in the future is required to be
performed by a property manager as normal practice in the property industry in terms of clause 10.8)
occurs from which the Asset Manager may reasonably infer that The Manager is or will be unable
to comply with its obligations in terms of this Agreement.
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5.3

Upon the termination of this Agreement for any reason whatsoever (whether in terms of 5.2 and/or effluxion of
time and/or by reason of breach or default by a party or otherwise) The Manager shall forthwith return to the
Asset Manager all books, records, documents, data, policies and procedures and the like in its possession relating
to or in connection with the Properties (whether in electronic and/or any other format) and The Manager shall
not be entitled to retain copies thereof. The Manager shall give the Asset Manager and/or any other manager
that may be appointed by the Asset Manager such reasonable assistance as they may require for purposes of
taking over management of the property portfolio. Should there be any claim against or liability on The Manager
after termination of this Agreement, all relevant documents will be made available to The Manager for as long
as it is necessary to answer to such claim or liability or to prove its non-liability.”

“14. REMUNERATION
14.1 The remuneration payable by the Owner to The Manager for the services to be rendered by it in terms of
this Agreement shall be determined in accordance with the Fee Schedule annexed hereto marked Appendix 2.
For purposes of determining fees payable to The Manager, Once-off payments (other than once-off payments
in respect of rental income) received from tenants or third parties, shall not be taken into account.
14.2 The parties record that if The Manager fails to achieve the required performance levels on the portfolio, then
the fees payable shall be reduced as more fully provided for in the Performance Measurement Schedule annexed
hereto marked as Appendix 3.
14.3 All amounts payable by the Owner to The Manager are expressed net of VAT. Accordingly, in addition to such
amounts the Owner shall pay to The Manager an amount equal to such VAT as may be payable.
14.4 VAT shall be paid and accounted for in the most practical and convenient manner permissible at law it being the
intention that tax invoices shall not be issued provided the provisions of item 4 contained in VAT Practice Note
No. 2 dated 25 September 1991 issued in terms of the VAT Act are complied with.
14.5 The Manager shall be entitled to the payment of letting commissions and/or to share letting commissions
with other agents, provided always that the liability of the Owner to pay letting commissions shall not exceed
an amount equal to the relevant commission calculated at the following standard rates:
14.5.1 5% on the aggregate gross rental for the first 2 (two) years, or part thereof;
14.5.2 2.5% on the aggregate gross rental for the following 3 (three) years, or part thereof;
14.5.3 1.5% on the aggregate gross rental for the next 3 (three) years, or part thereof;
14.5.4 1% on the aggregate gross rental for the balance.
For the purpose of this clause 14.5, rental shall include basic rental, rates and taxes, operating costs where
applicable and fixed parking rental.
14.6 The Asset Manager and/or Owner reserve the right, from time to time, on expansion and/or revamp projects,
with respect to premises forming part of the Properties to set down in writing all letting procedures and related
commission payable thereon as mutually agreed upon in writing. If the Asset Manager and/or Owner are the
effective cause of and conclude such a lease agreement, the Asset Manager and/or Owner shall be entitled
to receive payment of the full amount of commission thereon.
14.7 The Manager shall consult with Asset Manager before starting negotiations with any tenant or potential tenant.
The Asset Manager reserve the right, from time to time, to be the lead negotiator in negotiations with any tenant
or potential tenant, provided that the Asset Manager informed The Manager of its intention to get involved in
such negotiations and the commission payable to both have been mutually agreed up-front in writing. If the Asset
Manager is the effective cause of such a lease agreement, they shall be entitled to receive payment of the agreed
proportionate amount of commission which shall not exceed 75% of the commission payable, thereon.
14.8 No commission shall be payable where a lease agreement is renewed as a result of a fixed option in such lease
agreement.
14.9 Should The Manager fail to comply to the prescribed Owner’s credit vetting procedure any rental commission
paid to The Manager in respect of a tenant defaulting in rental payment (for which purpose “defaulting” means
that the tenant is in arrear with rental payments in an amount equal to or greater than 3 (three) months’ rental
and for which purpose the default shall be deemed to have occurred on the day when the tenant first failed to
effect payment of such rental or part thereof on due date and includes any other breach or default of a lease as a
result whereof the relevant lease is subsequently cancelled) within 12 (twelve) months of the commencement date
of the relevant lease agreement, shall be refunded to the Owner pro rata according to the following formula:
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A=

(

12 – B
12

)

XC

Where:
A= the amount to be refunded;
B= the number of completed months that have actually expired during the lease period and in respect of which
rentals were paid in full by the relevant tenant;
C= equals the amount of commission paid to The Manager.
By way of example only, if the tenant defaults (regardless of the period of the lease) after 3 (three) months,
then the amount refundable to the Owner will be an amount equal to [12 – 3] /12 of the total commission paid
to The Manager in respect of that lease agreement.
14.10 No commission shall be payable by the Owner on areas occupied with respect to lease agreements as at the date
of signature of this Agreement excluding lease agreements concluded by The Manager and on which commission
has not yet been claimed by The Manager at the date of signature of this Agreement. If there is an extension
to any existing lease agreement, as well as where a tenant takes up any additional area the commission shall be
calculated on the amount of added rental value to the existing lease agreement.
14.11 The Manager shall effect payment from the Operating bank account to service providers or suppliers of goods
or facilities in respect of the Properties as near reasonably and practically possible to the latest date on which
the relevant amounts are payable to the service provider or supplier concerned in accordance with the relevant
agreement and/or sound business practice, as the case may be.
14.12 All amounts payable to The Manager by the Owner in terms of this Agreement shall be paid (unless the relevant
amount is disputed) not later than 7 (seven) Business days after the date of receipt of invoice and the relevant
income collected statement referred to in Appendix 4. Should any dispute arise, the Collected income and
recoverable as motivated by the Owner shall apply and become payable until the dispute is resolved. If such dispute
is not resolved within 30 (thirty) days, it shall be referred for determination in accordance with the provisions
of 19. Notwithstanding the aforegoing, the Owner shall be entitled to withhold payment of remuneration only
in respect of amounts in dispute and shall be obliged to effect payment of remuneration in respect of income
collected by The Manager which is not in dispute; and in respect of Collected income and recoverable which is in
dispute, the Owner shall nevertheless effect payment of remuneration calculated on the basis of an amount equal
to 80% (eighty percent) of the amount which the Co-Owner acknowledges to have been collected.
14.13 Separate invoices shall be issued by The Manager in respect of:
14.13.1 technical fees actually paid in terms of the Approval framework; and
14.13.2 commissions claimed in respect of the letting of space and/or the sale of Properties calculated in
accordance with the Fee Schedule, which invoices shall be in such format as may from time to time
be reasonably determined by the Owner and shall be supported and/or accompanied by such evidence
and/or information with regard thereto as may from time to time be reasonably requested by the Owner.”
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Vukile Property Fund Limited
(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
(Registration number 2002/027194/06)
ISIN: ZAE000056370
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(“Vukile” or “the Company”)

Directors
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+ Chairman
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∞ Independent

NOTICE OF GENERAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS AND DEBENTURE HOLDERS
Notice is hereby given that a general meeting of shareholders of Vukile (“shareholders”) and debenture holders of Vukile
(“debenture holders”) (collectively “unitholders”) will be held at the offices of Vukile, being One-on-Ninth, Corner
Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196 at 11:00 on 5 July 2013 (the “general meeting”), for the purpose
of considering and, if deemed fit, passing with or without modification, the resolutions set out below.
All meeting participants, including proxies, will be required to provide identification reasonably satisfactory to the chairman
of the meeting.
Important dates to note
2013
Record date for receipt of notice of the general meeting

Friday, 31 May

Last day to trade in order to be eligible to participate in and vote at the general meeting

Friday, 21 June

Record date for voting purposes at the general meeting (“voting record date”)

Friday, 28 June

Last day to lodge forms of proxy for the general meeting by 11:00

Wednesday, 3 July

Date of general meeting (11:00)

Friday, 5 July

Results of general meeting released on SENS

Friday, 5 July
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Introduction
Where appropriate and applicable the terms defined in the circular to which this notice of general meeting is attached and
forms part of bear the same meanings in this notice of general meeting, and in particular, in the resolutions set out below.
Due to the expanded meaning of “shareholder” in section 57(1) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, as amended (the
“Companies Act” or “Act”) the Company has expanded its notice to shareholders and debenture holders for a “combined”
general meeting. Due to Vukile’s linked unit structure, its shareholders are also its debenture holders and the matters to be
voted on at the general meeting are matters on which shareholders, and not debenture holders, are entitled to vote. As a result,
a form of proxy has been included for shareholders.
In terms of section 62(3)(e) of the Companies Act:
• a shareholder who is entitled to attend and vote at the general meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy or two or more proxies
to attend, participate in and vote at the general meeting in the place of the shareholders;
• a debenture holder who is entitled to attend the general meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy or two or more proxies
to attend and participate (but not vote) in the general meeting in the place of a debenture holder;
• a proxy need not be a shareholder or debenture holder of the Company.
Kindly note that meeting participants (including proxies) are required to provide reasonably satisfactory identification before
being entitled to attend or participate in a meeting. In this regard, all Vukile shareholders and debenture holders recorded in
the registers of the Company on the voting record date will be required to provide identification satisfactory to the chairman
of the general meeting. Forms of identification include valid identity documents, drivers licenses and passports.
For the purpose of this notice:
• “Vukile ordinary share” means ordinary shares in the issued share capital of Vukile which, as at the last practicable date,
comprise par value shares of R0.01 each;
• “Vukile debenture” means a debenture issued by Vukile which, at the last practicable date, comprises unsecured,
subordinated variable rate debentures in Vukile with a nominal value of R4.90 each;
• “Vukile unit” or “linked unit” means a unit comprising one Vukile ordinary share indivisibly linked to one Vukile
debenture or its equivalent should the Company undertake a capital restructure.
WHEREAS:
An agreement (the “acquisition agreement”) was concluded between the Company and Encha Properties Proprietary
Limited (registration number 1998/006843/07) (“Encha Properties”) and Encha Tshwane (Properties) One Proprietary
Limited (registration number 2004/03391/07) (“Encha Tshwane 1”), Encha Tshwane (Properties) Two Proprietary
Limited (registration number 2010/003125/07) (“Encha Tshwane 2”) and Encha Properties (Bloemfontein) Proprietary
Limited (registration number 2007/025934/07) (“Encha Bloemfontein”) (Encha Tshwane 1, Encha Tshwane 2 and Encha
Bloemfontein collectively referred to as the “Sellers”) and Opiconsivia Trading 302 (RF) Proprietary Limited (registration
number 2013/013201/07) (the name of which is to be changed to Encha Property Investments (RF) Proprietary Limited)
(“Encha SPV”) in terms of which:
•

the Company will acquire four investment grade properties substantially tenanted by national government from the
Sellers, which properties are known as Navarre Wachthuis, the Koedoe Arcade (Pretoria), De Bruyn Park (Pretoria)
and the Bloemfontein Fedsure Building (the “acquisition properties”) with effect from the later of: (i) 1 July 2013 and
(ii) the first day of the immediately succeeding calendar month after the fulfilment and/or waiver of the last of the
conditions precedent (the “effective date”) for an aggregate purchase price of approximately R1.045 billion;

•

subject to the exercise of the Put Option or the Call Option (as the case may be), and conditional on the conclusion of
a new minimum 5-year lease agreement with DPW as a tenant in respect of the Momentum Pretoria building, Encha
Tshwane 1 will sell to Vukile, which will purchase, the Momentum Pretoria building for a consideration that will be
calculated by applying a 9.5% yield to the forward net property income after asset management fees for the 12-month
period calculated from the Option Effective Date;

•

an equity funding platform will be established to primarily facilitate the acquisition by the Encha SPV of additional
equity in Vukile to minimise dilution in respect of future equity issues by Vukile and thus enhancing the empowerment
credentials of Vukile and increasing the Encha group’s strategic investment in Vukile (referred to herein as the “equity
funding platform”, the details of which are more fully set out below and in the circular to which this notice of general
meeting is attached).

A sub-portfolio will be established within Vukile to house the acquisition properties, the Pretoria Momentum building
(if acquired by Vukile) and subject to Vukile board approval, potentially other properties already owned by Vukile or
properties which may from time to time be acquired by Vukile where the property is fully or predominantly tenanted by the
national and/or provincial government (the “Sovereign tenant portfolio”).
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Encha Property Services Proprietary Limited (a member of the Encha property group) will be appointed as the property
manager of the properties housed within the Sovereign tenant portfolio and Opiconsivia Trading 303 Proprietary Limited
(registration number 2013/013197/07) (the name of which is to be changed to Encha Property Management Company
Proprietary Limited) (“Encha Manco”), (a member of the Encha property group) will be appointed as asset manager of the
properties housed within the Sovereign tenant portfolio.
Pursuant to the disposal of the acquisition properties to Vukile, the Encha SPV will acquire an initial approximate
R398 million ungeared net equity investment in Vukile. On exercise of the Put Option or Call Option (and the resultant
disposal of the Momentum Pretoria building to Vukile) the Encha SPV’s ungeared net equity investment in Vukile will
increase to approximately R490 million. The Encha SPV’s equity in Vukile will, on the disposal of the acquisition properties,
constitute an approximate 4.6% unitholding in Vukile’s enlarged unit capital and post the acquisition by Vukile of the
Momentum Pretoria building (assuming the exercise of the Put Option or Call Option) this will increase to an approximate
5.6% unitholding in Vukile. Such unit holding will represent an approximate 15.4% empowerment holding in Vukile for the
purposes of the Property Sector Charter pre any acquisition of the Momentum Pretoria building and 18.8% empowerment
holding post the acquisition of the Momentum Pretoria building (and ignoring any additional Vukile units which may
be acquired by the Encha SPV on implementation of the equity funding platform). In terms of the Property Sector Charter
mandated investments in Vukile are capped at 70% and are excluded for the purposes of the calculation of empowered
equity holding.
Inter-conditionality of certain resolutions
Ordinary Resolution Numbers 1, 2, 3 and 6 and Special Resolution Numbers 1 and 2 (collectively the “Encha related
resolutions”) are inter-conditional. The failure to pass any one of the Encha related resolutions shall cause each of the
remaining Encha related resolutions to fail (notwithstanding that the particular resolution/s may have been passed by the
requisite majority of unitholders).
Each of Ordinary Resolution Number 4 and Ordinary Resolution 5 (relating to the matching placement facility) are
conditional on the Encha-related resolutions being passed by the requisite majority of unitholders.
NOW THEREFORE:
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 1 – RATIFICATION OF THE ACQUISITON AGREEMENT
“Resolved that, to the extent required, the conclusion and implementation of the acquisition agreement including, without
limitation, the allotment and issue of Vukile units in order to discharge that portion of the purchase consideration which is
to be discharged by Vukile through the issue of Vukile units in terms of the acquisition agreement, be and is hereby ratified
and approved.”
In order for Ordinary Resolution Number 1 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 50% of the
voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 1.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 2 – SPECIFIC ISSUE OF VUKILE UNITS FOR CASH TO ENCHA SPV
IN TERMS OF THE EQUITY FUNDING PLATFORM
“Resolved that the directors of Vukile be and are hereby authorised, as a specific authority in terms of the Listings Requirements
of the JSE Limited (the “JSE Listings Requirements”) to allot and issue to Encha SPV that number of linked units so as to
comply with its obligations under the equity funding platform, more specifically that:
•
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if the matching placement facility is approved by the requisite majority of unitholders (pursuant to the approval of
Ordinary Resolution Number 4 as read together with Ordinary Resolution Number 5 below), then the following shall
apply – if during each of the four 1 year periods commencing on the effective date (each a “1 year period” and the first
4 years commencing on the effective date the “initial 4 year period”), Vukile requires to raise equity capital (other than
by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant to an acquisition
issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements) Vukile shall be obliged to place with the Encha SPV, in respect of each
1 year period, the lesser of: (i) R250 million in placement value of Vukile units plus the amount, if any, remaining to be
issued to the Encha SPV in respect of prior 1 year periods in terms of the accumulation provisions set out in (c) below and
(ii) 50% of the total equity capital raised by Vukile (other than by way of a rights offer and/or a issue of new Vukile units
to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements), such that an
equal number of Vukile units may be placed by Vukile with other Vukile unitholders (other than the Encha SPV) during
the relevant 1 year period (under the authority granted by Vukile unitholders under Ordinary Resolution Number 4 and/
or, if also approved, under the authority granted by Vukile unitholders under Ordinary Resolution Number 5) as are
placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform; or

•

if the matching placement facility is not approved by the requisite majority of unitholders (pursuant to Ordinary
Resolution Number 4 as read together with Ordinary Resolution Number 5 below) then the following shall apply – if
during each 1 year period, Vukile requires to raise equity capital (other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of
new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements)
Vukile shall be obliged to place with the Encha SPV, in respect of each 1 year period the lower of: (i) R250 million in
placement value of Vukile units plus the amount, if any, remaining to be issued to the Encha SPV in respect of prior
1 year periods in terms of the accumulation provisions set out in (c) below and (ii) the equity capital required to be raised
by Vukile (other than by way of a rights offer and/or an issue of new Vukile units to vendors of assets to Vukile pursuant
to an acquisition issue in terms of the JSE Listings Requirements),

on the following terms:
(a) the Vukile units shall be acquired by the Encha SPV at a price which equates to a discount of 2.5% to the 30-trading day
volume weighted traded price of Vukile units for the period immediately prior to the date on which the placement is to
be effected;
(b) if during any 1 year period (during the initial 4 year period) Vukile places less than R250 million in placement value
of Vukile units with the Encha SPV, the shortfall in the placement value of Vukile units for such 1 year period shall be
accumulated so as to increase the potential placing of Vukile units with the Encha SPV in the next 1 year period, such
that over the initial 4 year period R1 billion of Vukile units (not including the Vukile consideration linked units) will be
placed with and acquired by the Encha SPV via the equity funding platform;
(c) in addition to any shortfall in the placement value of R250 million of Vukile units in any 1 year period being accumulated
so as to increase the potential placing of Vukile units with the Encha SPV in the next 1 year period as set out above,
at any time during the initial 4 year period, Vukile and Encha may agree in writing to accelerate in whole or in part(s)
the obligation of Vukile to place with the Encha SPV and the obligation of the Encha SPV to subscribe or purchase in
aggregate up to R1 billion (at placement value) of Vukile units (inclusive of all other Vukile units subscribed for by the
Encha SPV under terms of the equity funding platform);
(d) the maximum number of Vukile units to be issued pursuant to this authority shall be 80 million Vukile units and the
aggregate maximum placement value of Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV in terms of the equity funding
platform shall be R1 billion;
(e) this authority shall endure until expiry of the initial 4 year period.”
As this authority is to endure until expiry of the initial 4 year period, it is within the contemplation of this authority that at
any time during the initial 4 year period Encha SPV may become a non-public shareholder (as defined in paragraphs 4.25
to 4.27 of the JSE Listings Requirements) or a related party (as described in paragraphs 10.1 to 10.3 of the JSE Listings
Requirements) by virtue of, inter alia, the Encha SPV becoming interested in 10% or more of the Vukile units in issue from
time to time.
Assuming that:
•

the price at which the Vukile units are placed with the Encha SPV is R19.12 per Vukile placement unit (which is equal
to the 30-day VWAP of a Vukile unit as at 17 May 2013, less a 2.5% discount as per the terms of the equity funding
platform);

•

the maximum placement value of R250 million is acquired by the Encha SPV in each 1 year period under the terms
of the equity funding platform; and

•

the maximum placement value of R1 billion is acquired by Encha SPV over the initial 4 year period under the terms
of the equity funding platform,

the maximum number of securities that may be issued under this authority in each 1 year period is 13 075 313 Vukile units
and at the end of the initial 4 year period is in aggregate 52 301 255 Vukile units.
Pursuant to the requirements of the JSE, in order for Ordinary Resolution Number 2 to be adopted, votes in favour of
the resolution must represent at least 75% of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution
Number 2, excluding any votes which may be cast by the Encha SPV and its associates, as defined in the JSE Listings
Requirements.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 3 – UNISSUED VUKILE UNITS PLACED UNDER THE CONTROL
OF THE DIRECTORS FOR SPECIFIC AUTHORITY TO GIVE EFFECT TO THE ENCHA SPV EQUITY
FUNDING PLATFORM
“Resolved that for the duration of the initial 4 year period, the authorised and unissued ordinary share capital of the Company
(including the Vukile debentures to the extent that same are indivisibly linked to Vukile ordinary shares upon their issue
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as a linked unit) be and is hereby placed under the control of the directors of the Company which directors are, subject to
the JSE Listings Requirements and the provisions of the Companies Act, authorised to allot and issue any number of Vukile
units at such time or times, to the Encha SPV, and upon such terms and conditions of Ordinary Resolution Number 2
set out above in order to give effect to and implement the equity funding platform.
It is recorded for the avoidance of any doubt that should there be a conflict between this authorisation placing the authorised
and unissued ordinary share capital of the Company (including the Vukile debentures to the extent that same are indivisibly
linked to Vukile ordinary shares upon their issue as a linked unit) under the directors’ control for the purpose of allotting and
issuing linked units to the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform and any other authorisation placing the authorised
and unissued Vukile units under the directors’ control whether previously passed or to be passed at any time during the initial
4 year period by the requisite majority of shareholders, this authorisation shall be in addition to any such authorisation and
shall prevail to the extent of any conflict between authorisations.”
In order for Ordinary Resolution Number 3 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 50%
of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 3.
Matching placement facility for placement of Vukile units with non-Encha SPV unitholders
Recognising that the allotment and issue of Vukile units under the equity funding platform will have a dilutionary effect
on other Vukile unitholders’ holdings of Vukile units, the board of directors of the Company proposes further resolutions
(being Ordinary Resolution Number 4 and Ordinary Resolution Number 5) to mitigate against any such dilution.
An equivalent number of authorised and unissued linked units are to be placed under the control of the directors of the
Company as that number placed under the control of the directors of the Company (in Ordinary Resolution Number 2 as
read together with Ordinary Resolution Number 3 set out above) to give effect to and implement the equity funding platform
to allow Vukile to place a matching number of linked units with Vukile unitholders (other than the Encha SPV) as the
number of linked units placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform.
This proposed authority will be utilised for any vendor consideration placings (in compliance with paragraph 5.62 of the JSE
Listings Requirements) undertaken during the initial 4 year period and/or, subject to the requisite percentage of voting rights
being cast in favour of Ordinary Resolution Number 5, an issue of shares for cash under that general authority undertaken
during the initial 4 year period to make available for placement with unitholders, other than the Encha SPV an equivalent
number of linked units as are placed with the Encha SPV under the equity funding platform.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 4 – UNISSUED VUKILE UNITS PLACED UNDER THE CONTROL
OF THE DIRECTORS FOR VENDOR CONSIDERATION PLACINGS AND/OR GENERAL AUTHORITY
TO ISSUE VUKILE UNITS FOR CASH TO FACILITATE THE MATCHING PLACEMENT FACILITY
“Resolved that for the duration of the initial 4 year period, the authorised and unissued Vukile units be and is hereby placed
under the control of the directors of the Company which directors are, subject to the JSE Listings Requirements and the
provisions of the Companies Act, authorised to allot and issue any number of Vukile units at such time or times, to such
persons, and upon the terms and conditions of:
• a vendor consideration placing, as defined in the JSE Listings Requirements, in compliance with paragraph 5.62 of the
JSE Listings Requirements; and/or
• subject to the votes in favour of Ordinary Resolution Number 5 representing at least 75% of the voting rights exercised
on that resolution, the general authority to issue Vukile ordinary shares for cash as set out in Ordinary Resolution
Number 5,
as they deem fit, provided that each Vukile unit issued under this authority together with any linked units issued under the
general authority to issue linked units for cash in terms of Ordinary Resolution Number 5 (set out in the Notice of General
Meeting incorporating this resolution) may not exceed in aggregate in any 1 year period the aggregate number of Vukile
units placed with the Encha SPV under the terms of the equity funding platform set out in Ordinary Resolution Number 2
(read with Ordinary Resolution Number 3) in this Notice of General Meeting.
It is recorded for the avoidance of any doubt that should there be a conflict between this authorisation placing the authorised
and unissued Vukile units under the directors’ control for the purpose of allotting and issuing linked units to any persons
under the terms and conditions of the general authority to issue Vukile ordinary shares whether for the purposes of a
vendor placement and/or for cash as set out in Ordinary Resolution Number 4 and/or Ordinary Resolution Number 5 and
any other authorisation placing the authorised and unissued linked units under the directors’ control previously passed,
this authorisation (if adopted) shall substitute for and replace any such existing authority.”
In order for Ordinary Resolution Number 4 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 50%
of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 4.
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ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 5 – GENERAL AUTHORITY TO ISSUE VUKILE LINKED UNITS FOR
CASH IN TERMS OF THE MATCHING PLACEMENT FACILITY
“Resolved that subject to the restrictions set out below, and subject to the provisions of the Companies Act and the JSE
Listings Requirements, the directors be and are hereby authorised by way of a general authority, to allot and issue Vukile
units for cash on the following bases:
• this authority shall endure for four 1 year periods commencing on the effective date (each a “1 year period” and the first
4 years commencing on the effective date the “initial 4 year period”);
• all issues of shares for cash under this general authority shall be in compliance with the JSE Listings Requirements
(including without limitation paragraph 5.52 of the JSE Listings Requirements);
• Vukile ordinary shares which are issued pursuant to the terms and conditions of this general authority and the authority
to issue linked units by way of vendor placement in terms of Ordinary Resolution Number 4 (set out in the Notice
of General Meeting incorporating this resolution) may not exceed in aggregate in any 1 year period that number of
Vukile units placed with the Encha SPV under the terms of the equity funding platform set out in Ordinary Resolution
Number 2 (read together with Ordinary Resolution Number 3).
This authority shall be restricted to the issue of Vukile units for the purpose of raising equity capital on the basis that each
Vukile unit issued under this authority shall be matched by a Vukile unit issued under the specific authority to issue Vukile
units to the Encha SPV under Ordinary Resolution Number 2 (read with Ordinary Resolution Number 3).
Pursuant to the requirements of the JSE, in order for Ordinary Resolution Number 5 to be adopted, votes in favour of
the resolution must represent at least 75% of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution
Number 5.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 6 – APPROVAL OF THE ASSET MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT IN
RESPECT OF THE SOVEREIGN TENANT PORTFOLIO
“Resolved that the asset management agreement proposed to be entered into between Vukile and Encha Manco, in terms
of which Encha Manco is appointed the asset manager of the Sovereign tenant portfolio, a copy of which has been tabled at
this general meeting and initialled by the Chairman for identification purposes is hereby approved and any of the directors
is hereby authorised to execute same on behalf of the Company.”
Pursuant to the requirements of the JSE, in order for Ordinary Resolution Number 6 to be adopted, votes in favour of the
resolution must represent at least 50% of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 6,
excluding any votes which may be cast by any parties or their associates, as defined in the JSE Listings Requirements, who are
party to or have an interest in the asset management agreement.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 7 – APPOINTMENT OF SEDISE MOSENEKE AS A DIRECTOR OF THE
COMPANY
“Resolved that Sedise Moseneke be appointed as an executive director of the Company with effect from the effective date.”
A brief curriculum vitae of Sedise Moseneke is set out below.
After qualifying with a Bachelor of Dental Surgery in 2000, Dr Moseneke served as a Lieutenant in the South African
National Defence Force. Subsequently he joined the Encha Group where he has served as the CEO of Encha Properties since
January 2004. Until May 2013 he held the office of President of the South African Property Owners Association.
In order for Ordinary Resolution Number 7 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 50%
of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 7.
SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 1 – ISSUE OF VUKILE UNITS TO A DIRECTOR
“Resolved as a special resolution that, in terms of section 41(1) of the Companies Act, the shareholders of the Company
hereby approve and authorise the Company to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform to the Encha SPV,
which may be or become a person related or inter-related, as those terms are defined in the Companies Act, to the Company
or to a director or prescribed officer of the Company.”
In order for Special Resolution Number 1 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 75% of the
voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Special Resolution Number 1.
The reason for Special Resolution Number 1 is to authorise the Company for the duration of the initial 4 year period,
in compliance with section 41(1) of the Companies Act, to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform to the Encha
SPV, in the event that the Encha SPV is or becomes related or inter-related, as that term is defined in the Companies Act,
to the Company or to a director or prescribed officer of the Company.
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Mr Sedise Moseneke, who is to be appointed an executive director to the board of directors of Vukile under the terms
of Ordinary Resolution Number 7, directly or indirectly, has a beneficial interest in approximately 16% of the issued
share capital of the Encha SPV and accordingly the Encha SPV may be regarded as a person related or inter-related to
Mr Sedise Moseneke as contemplated under section 41(1) of the Companies Act, thus requiring this authorisation.
In addition, as the specific authority to issue Vukile ordinary units under Ordinary Resolution Number 2 is to endure
until expiry of the initial 4 year period, it is within the contemplation of this authority that at any time during the initial
4 year period the Encha SPV may be or become related or inter-related, as that term is defined in the Companies Act,
to the Company or to a director or prescribed officer of the Company.
Accordingly, the effect of this Special Resolution Number 1 is to approve and authorise in terms of section 41(1) of the
Companies Act, the Company to issue Vukile units under the equity funding platform to the Encha SPV, in the event
that the Encha SPV is or becomes related or inter-related, as that term is defined in the Companies Act, to the Company
or to a director or prescribed officer of the Company.
SPECIAL RESOLUTION NUMBER 2 – FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO ENCHA SPV AND RELATED AND
INTER-RELATED PERSONS
“Resolved as a special resolution that, in terms of sections 44 and 45 of the Companies Act, the shareholders of the Company
hereby approve and authorise the Company to provide financial assistance by way of loans to the Encha SPV to enable the
Encha SPV to discharge the acquisition cost of the additional Vukile units to be placed with the Encha SPV (under the equity
funding platform) on terms to the effect that:
• the mezzanine loans advanced by Vukile (the “mezz debt”) will attract interest at Vukile’s then current cost of raising new
debt plus 3% per annum (the 3% premium being the “mezz debt premium”).
• Vukile will be entitled to a mezz carry participation fee (payable forthwith after the 8th anniversary of the effective date)
on Vukile units acquired by the Encha SPV which are funded by the mezz debt (the “qualifying Vukile units”) in an
amount equal to 30% of the net after-tax profit made by the Encha SPV calculated on each tranche of such qualifying
Vukile units less the aggregate of the mezz debt premium paid to Vukile.”
In order for Special Resolution Number 2 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 75%
of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Special Resolution Number 2.
The reason for Special Resolution Number 2 is to authorise the provision of financial assistance (as contemplated by
section 44 and section 45 of the Companies Act) for the purpose of or in connection with the subscription by the Encha SPV
of securities in Vukile recognising that a director of Vukile or a related or inter-related company, or a member of a related or
inter-related company or a person related to any such company or director may have a direct or indirect interest in the Encha
SPV and consequently in any direct or indirect financial assistance provided to facilitate the implementation of the equity
funding platform.
The effect of Special Resolution Number 2 will be that the Company is authorised to provide financial assistance by way of
loans to the Encha SPV to enable the Encha SPV to discharge the acquisition cost of the additional Vukile units to be placed
with the Encha SPV (under the equity funding platform), if required.
ORDINARY RESOLUTION NUMBER 8 – DIRECTORS’ AUTHORITY
“Resolved that any director of the Company or the Company secretary be and is hereby authorised to do all such things,
sign all such documents and agreements and procure the doing of all such things and signature of all documents as may be
necessary for or incidental to the implementation of Ordinary Resolution Numbers 1 to 7 and Special Resolution Numbers 1
and 2.”
In order for Ordinary Resolution Number 8 to be adopted, votes in favour of the resolution must represent at least 50%
of the voting rights exercised at the meeting in respect of Ordinary Resolution Number 8.
QUORUM
A quorum for the purposes of considering the resolutions above shall consist of three shareholders of the Company personally
present (and if the shareholder is a body corporate, it must be represented) and entitled to vote at the general meeting.
In addition, a quorum shall comprise 25% of all the voting rights that are entitled to be exercised by Vukile shareholders
in respect of each matter to be decided at the general meeting. The date on which Vukile shareholders must be recorded
as such in the register maintained by the transfer secretaries, Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited,
13th Floor, Rennie House, 19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein, 2001, Johannesburg (PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000),
for the purposes of being entitled to attend, participate in and vote at the general meeting is 28 June 2013.
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The date on which Vukile debenture holders must be recorded as such in the register maintained by the transfer secretaries,
Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited, 13th Floor, Rennie House, 19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein,
2001, Johannesburg (PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000), for the purposes of being entitled to attend and participate in the
general meeting is 28 June 2013.
SHAREHOLDERS
General instructions
Shareholders are encouraged to attend, speak and vote at the general meeting.
Electronic participation
The Company has made provision for Vukile shareholders or their proxies to participate electronically in the general meeting
by way of telephone conferencing. Should you wish to participate in the general meeting by telephone conference call as
aforesaid, you, or your proxy, will be required to advise the Company thereof by no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013, by
submitting by e-mail to the Company secretary at johann.neethling@vukile.co.za or by fax to +27 (0) 86 667 6569, for the
attention of Johann Neethling, relevant contact details, including an e-mail address, cellular number and landline as well as
full details of the Vukile shareholder’s title to securities issued by the Company and proof of identity, in the form of copies
of identity documents and share certificates (in the case of materialised Vukile shares) and in the case of dematerialised
Vukile shares) written confirmation from the Vukile shareholder’s CSDP confirming the Vukile shareholder’s title to the
dematerialised Vukile shares. Upon receipt of the required information, the Vukile shareholder concerned will be provided
with a secure code and instructions to access the electronic communication during the general meeting. Vukile shareholders
must note that access to the electronic communication will be at the expense of the Vukile shareholders who wish to utilise
the facility.
Vukile shareholders and their appointed proxies attending by conference call will not be able to cast their votes at the general
meeting through this medium.
Proxies and authority for representatives to act
A form of proxy is attached for the convenience of any Vukile shareholder holding certificated shares, who cannot attend the
general meeting but wishes to be represented thereat.
The attached form of proxy is only to be completed by those shareholders who are:
• holding shares in certificated form; or
• recorded on the Company’s sub-register in dematerialised electronic form with “own name” registration.
All other beneficial owners who have dematerialised their shares through a Central Securities Depository Participant
(“CSDP”) or broker and wish to attend the general meeting, must instruct their CSDP or broker to provide them with the
necessary letter of representation, or they must provide the CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the
relevant custody agreement entered into between them and the CSDP or broker. These shareholders must not use a form
of proxy.
Forms of proxy must be deposited at the transfer secretaries, Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited,
13th Floor, Rennie House, 19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein, 2001, Johannesburg or by fax on +27 (0)86 674 4381 to be
received by no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013. Any shareholder who completes and lodges a form of proxy will nevertheless
be entitled to attend, speak and vote in person at the general meeting should the shareholder decide to do so.
A company that is a shareholder, wishing to attend and participate at the general meeting should ensure that a resolution
authorising a representative to so attend and participate at the general meeting on its behalf is passed by its directors.
Resolutions authorising representatives in terms of section 57(5) of the Companies Act must be lodged with the Company’s
transfer secretaries prior to the general meeting.
Vukile does not accept responsibility and will not be held liable for any failure on the part of the CSDP or broker of a
dematerialised shareholder to notify such shareholder of the general meeting or any business to be conducted thereat.
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DEBENTURE HOLDERS
General instructions
Debenture holders are encouraged to attend and speak at the general meeting.
Electronic participation
The Company has made provision for its debenture holders or their proxies to participate electronically in the
general meeting by way of telephone conferencing. Should you wish to participate in the general meeting by telephone
conference call as aforesaid, you, or your proxy, will be required to advise the Company thereof by no later than 11:00
on 3 July 2013 by submitting by e-mail to the Company secretary at johann.neethling@vukile.co.za or by fax to
+27 (0) 86 667 6569, for the attention of Johann Neethling, relevant contact details, including an e-mail address, cellular
number and landline as well as full details of the debenture holder’s title to securities issued by the Company and proof of
identity, in the form of copies of identity documents and debenture certificates (in the case of materialised debentures) and
(in the case of dematerialised debentures) written confirmation from the debenture holder’s CSDP confirming the debenture
holder’s title to the dematerialised debentures. Upon receipt of the required information, the debenture holder concerned
will be provided with a secure code and instructions to access the electronic communication during the general meeting.
Debenture holders must note that access to the electronic communication will be at the expense of the debenture holder who
wishes to utilise the facility.
Proxies and authority for representatives to act
Due to Vukile’s linked unit structure, its shareholders are also its debenture holders and the matters to be voted on at the
general meeting are matters on which shareholders and not debenture holders are entitled to vote. As a result, a form of proxy
has only been included for shareholders.
Debenture holders wishing to appoint a proxy or two or more proxies to attend and participate (but not vote) in the general
meeting may contact the Company secretary at johann.neethling@vukile.co.za or by fax on +27 (0) 86 667 6569, to obtain
such form of proxy.
Vukile does not accept responsibility and will not be held liable for any failure on the part of the CSDP or broker
of a dematerialised debenture holder to notify such debenture holder of the general meeting or any business to be
conducted thereat.
GENERAL NOTES
1.

A member entitled to attend and vote at the general meeting may appoint a proxy to attend, speak and vote in his or her
stead. A proxy need not be a member of the Company.

2.

All forms of proxy or other instruments of authority must be deposited with the transfer secretaries, so as to be received
no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013. Shareholders who are companies or other body corporates may, by resolution
of its directors or other governing body, authorise any person to act as its representative at the general meeting.

3.

Shareholders who have not dematerialised their linked units and own name dematerialised shareholders who are
unable to attend the general meeting and wish to be represented thereat, must complete the attached form of proxy in
accordance with the instructions therein and return it to the transfer secretaries, so as to be received no later than 11:00 on
3 July 2013.

4.

Shareholders who have dematerialised their linked units with a CSDP or broker, other than with own name registration,
should advise their CSDP or broker with their voting instruction in terms of the agreement entered into between them
and their CSDP or broker. Shareholders who have dematerialised their linked units and wish to attend the general
meeting must contact their CSDP or broker who will furnish them with the necessary authority to attend general
meeting.

5.

Shareholders who have dematerialised their linked units, other than with own name registration, must not return the
form of proxy to the transfer secretaries. Their instructions must be sent to their CSDP or broker for action.

6.

On a show of hands, every member present in person or every proxy representing shareholders, shall have only one vote,
irrespective of the number of linked units he or she holds.

7.

On a poll, every shareholder present in person or represented by proxy shall have one vote for every linked unit held
by such shareholder.

8.

A resolution put to the vote shall be decided by way of a poll.
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By order of the board
One-on-Ninth, Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196
Registered address
Vukile Property Fund Limited
One-on-Ninth
Corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street
Melrose Estate
2196
(PO Box 2234, Parklands, 2121)

Transfer secretaries
Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited
13th Floor, Rennie House
19 Ameshoff Street
Braamfontein
2001
(PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000)
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(Incorporated in the Republic of South Africa)
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(“Vukile” or “the Company”)

FORM OF PROXY
THIS FORM OF PROXY IS ONLY FOR USE BY:
• registered shareholders who have not yet dematerialised their Vukile units;
• registered shareholders who have already dematerialised their Vukile units and which linked units are registered in their own names in the Company’s
sub-register.
For completion by the aforesaid registered shareholders of Vukile who are unable to attend the general meeting of the Company to be held at the offices
of the Company at One-on-Ninth, corner Glenhove Road and Ninth Street, Melrose Estate, 2196 at 11:00 on 5 July 2013 (“the general meeting”).
If you are a dematerialised shareholder, other than with “own name” registration, do not use this form. Dematerialised shareholders, other than with “own
name” registration, should provide instructions to their appointed Central Securities Depository Participant (“CSDP”) or broker in the form as stipulated
in the agreement entered into between the shareholder and the CSDP or broker.
I/We (FULL NAMES IN BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE)
of (Address)
being the holder(s) of

Vukile shares, hereby appoint:

1.

or failing him/her,

2.

of failing him/her,

3.

the Chairman of the general meeting, as my/our proxy to attend and speak and to vote for me/us and on my/our behalf at the general meeting and
at any adjournment or postponement thereof, for the purpose of considering and, if deemed fit, passing, with or without modification, the ordinary
and special resolutions to be proposed at the general meeting, and to vote on such resolutions in respect of the Vukile ordinary shares registered
in my/our name(s):
Please indicate with an “X” in the appropriate spaces below how you wish your votes to be cast. Unless this is done the proxy will vote as he/she thinks fit.
*In favour of

Number of votes
*Against

*Abstain

Ordinary Resolution Number 1 – ratification of the acquisition agreement
Ordinary Resolution Number 2 – specific authority to issue Vukile units for cash to Encha SPV
Ordinary Resolution Number 3 – unissued Vukile units placed under the control of the directors
for specific authority to give effect to the Encha SPV equity funding platform
Ordinary Resolution Number 4 – unissued Vukile units placed under the control of the directors
to give effect to the matching placement facility
Ordinary Resolution Number 5 – general authority to issue Vukile units for cash in terms of the
matching placement facility
Ordinary Resolution Number 6 – approval of the asset management agreement in respect of the
Sovereign tenant portfolio
Ordinary Resolution Number 7 – appointment of Sedise Moseneke as a director of the Company
Special Resolution Number 1 – issue of Vukile units to a director
Special Resolution Number 2 – financial assistance to Encha SPV
Ordinary Resolution Number 8 – directors’ authority
*One vote per share held by Vukile shareholders recorded in the register on the voting record date
Unless otherwise instructed my proxy may vote or abstain from voting as he/she thinks fit.
Signed this
day of

2013

Signature
Assisted by me (where applicable)
(State capacity and full name)
A shareholder entitled to attend and vote at the general meeting is entitled to appoint a proxy to attend, vote and speak in his/her stead. A proxy need not
be a member of the Company. Each shareholder is entitled to appoint one or more proxies to attend, speak and, on a poll, vote in place of that shareholder
at the general meeting.
Forms of proxy must be deposited at Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited, 13th Floor, Rennie House, 19 Ameshoff Street,
Braamfontein, 2001 or posted to PO Box 4844, Johannesburg, 2000 so as to arrive by no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013.
Please read notes on the reverse side hereof.

NOTES
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.

22.
23.

Only shareholders who are registered in the register of the Company under their own name on the date on which shareholders must be recorded as
such in the register maintained by the transfer secretaries, Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited, being 28 June 2013 (the “voting
record date”), may complete a form of proxy or attend the general meeting. This includes shareholders who have not dematerialised their shares or
who have dematerialised their shares with “own name” registration. The person whose name stands first on the form of proxy and who is present at
the general meeting will be entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion of those who names follow. A proxy need not be a shareholder of the Company.
Certificated shareholders wishing to attend the general meeting have to ensure beforehand with the transfer secretaries of the Company (being
Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited) that their shares are registered in their own name.
Beneficial shareholders whose shares are not registered in their “own name”, but in the name of another, for example, a nominee, may not complete
a form of proxy, unless a form of proxy is issued to them by a registered shareholder and they should contact the registered shareholder for assistance
in issuing instructions on voting their shares, or obtaining a proxy to attend, speak and, on a poll, vote at the general meeting.
Dematerialised shareholders who have not elected “own name” registration in the register of the Company through a Central Securities Depository
Participant (“CSDP”) and who wish to attend the general meeting, must instruct the CSDP or broker to provide them with the necessary authority
to attend.
Dematerialised shareholders who have not elected “own name” registration in the register of the Company through a CSDP and who are unable to
attend, but wish to vote at the general meeting, must timeously provide their CSDP or broker with their voting instructions in terms of the custody
agreement entered into between that shareholder and the CSDP or broker.
A shareholder may insert the name of a proxy or the names of two or more alternative proxies of the shareholder’s choice in the space, with or without
deleting “the Chairman of the general meeting”. The person whose name stands first on the form of proxy and who is present at the general meeting
will be entitled to act as proxy to the exclusion of those whose names follow.
The completion and lodging of this form of proxy will not preclude the relevant shareholder from attending the general meeting and speaking and
voting in person thereat to the exclusion of any proxy appointed, should such shareholder wish to do so. In addition to the aforegoing, a shareholder
may revoke the proxy appointment by: (i) cancelling it in writing, or making a later inconsistent appointment of a proxy and (ii) delivering a copy of
the revocation instrument to the proxy, and to the Company.
The revocation of a proxy appointment constitutes a complete and final cancellation of the proxy’s authority to act on behalf of the relevant
shareholder as of the later of the date:
8.1 stated in the revocation instrument, if any; or
8.2 upon which the revocation instrument is delivered to the proxy and the relevant company as required in section 58(4)(c)(ii) of the Companies
Act, 71 of 2008, as amended (the “Companies Act”).
Should the instrument appointing a proxy or proxies have been delivered to the Company, as long as that appointment remains in effect, any notice
that is required by the Companies Act or the Company’s Memorandum of Incorporation to be delivered by the Company to the shareholder must be
delivered by the Company to:
9.1 the shareholder; or
9.2 the proxy or proxies if the shareholder has in writing directed the relevant company to do so and has paid any reasonable fee charged by the
Company for doing so.
A proxy is entitled to exercise, or abstain from exercising, any voting right of the relevant shareholder without direction, except to the extent that the
Memorandum of Incorporation of the Company or the instrument appointing the proxy provide otherwise.
If the Company issues an invitation to shareholders to appoint one or more persons named by the Company as a proxy, or supplies a form of
instrument appointing a proxy:
11.1 such invitation must be sent to every shareholder who is entitled to receive notice of the meeting at which the proxy is intended to be exercised;
11.2 the Company must not require that the proxy appointment be made irrevocable; and
11.3 the proxy appointment remains valid only until the end of the relevant meeting at which it was intended to be used, unless revoked as
contemplated in section 58(5) of the Companies Act.
Any alteration or correction made to this form of proxy must be initialled by the signatory/ies. A deletion of any printed matter and the completion
of any blank space(s) need not be signed or initialled.
Documentary evidence establishing the authority of a person signing this form of proxy in a representative capacity must be attached to this form
unless previously recorded by the transfer secretaries of the Company or waived by the Chairman of the general meeting.
A minor must be assisted by his/her parent/guardian unless the relevant documents establishing his/her legal capacity are produced or have been
registered by the transfer secretaries.
A company holding shares in the Company that wishes to attend and participate at the general meeting should ensure that a resolution authorising a
representative to act is passed by its directors. Resolutions authorising representatives in terms of section 57(5) of the Companies Act must be lodged
with the Company’s transfer secretaries prior to the general meeting.
Where there are joint holders of shares any one of such persons may vote at any meeting in respect of such shares as if he were solely entitled thereto;
but if more than one of such joint holders be present or represented at the meeting, that one of the said persons whose name appears first in the register
of shareholders of such shares or his proxy, as the case may be, shall alone be, entitled to vote in respect thereof.
On a show of hands, every shareholder of the Company present in person or represented by proxy shall have one vote only. On a poll a shareholder
who is present in person or represented by a proxy shall be entitled to that proportion of the total votes in the Company which the aggregate amount
of the nominal value of the shares held by him bears to the aggregate amount of the nominal value of all the shares of the relevant class issued by the
Company.
The Chairman of the general meeting may reject or accept any proxy which is completed and/or received, other than in accordance with the
instructions and notes, provided that he shall not accept a proxy unless he is satisfied as to the matter in which a shareholder wishes to vote.
A proxy may not delegate his/her authority to act on behalf of the shareholder, to another person.
A shareholder’s instruction to the proxy must be indicated by the insertion of the relevant number of shares to be voted on behalf of that shareholder
in the appropriate space provided. Failure to comply with the above will be deemed to authorise the Chairman of the general meeting, if the
chairperson is the authorised proxy, to vote in favour of the resolutions at the general meeting or other proxy to vote or to abstain from voting at the
general meeting as he/she deems fit, in respect of the shares concerned. A shareholder or the proxy is not obliged to use all the votes exercisable by the
shareholder or the proxy, but the total of votes cast in respect whereof abstention is recorded may not exceed the total of the votes exercisable by the
shareholder or the proxy.
It is requested that this form of proxy be lodged or posted or faxed to the transfer secretaries, Link Market Services South Africa (Proprietary) Limited
at 13th Floor, Rennie House, 19 Ameshoff Street, Braamfontein, 2001, Johannesburg or by fax on +27 (0)86 674 4381, to be received by the Company
no later than 11:00 on 3 July 2013. A quorum for the purposes of considering the ordinary resolutions shall comprise 25% of all the voting rights
that are entitled to be exercised by shareholders in respect of each matter to be decided at the general meeting. In addition, a quorum shall consist of
three shareholders of the Company personally present or represented by proxy (and if the shareholder is a body corporate, it must be represented) and
entitled to vote at the general meeting.
This form of proxy may be used at any adjournment or postponement of the general meeting, including any postponement due to a lack of quorum,
unless withdrawn by the shareholder.
The aforegoing notes contain a summary of the relevant provisions of section 58 of the Companies Act, as required in terms of that section.

